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After the Sun Goes Down 
Five days a week, and eight hours a day, students are in their class either stu-
dying or working. Now, too much work drives a person to look fnr leisure time 
and different activities. This is where the nightlife comes in. And it just so hap-
pens that fun, food and excitement are some characteristics of PSJA's nightlife. 
So to go about it you merely round up some of your best chums, either go cruising 
or hang out at your favorite place and do whatever turns you on. Just live the 
night as fully as you can possibly endure. All it takes is a little desire to be with 
your friends and approximately $5.00 to spend for memorable times of high 
school mischief. Of course, this is usually done within the boundaries of reason. 
Along with the boundaries come decisions of where to go and what to do. Some 
night life lovers went out munching on junk food. Others found their hang out to 
be a game room and still others decided thf'y enjoyed dancing. So now you can 
see what PSJA students do after the sun goes down. 
b 
d 
a. As the sun goes down at PSJA, nightlife takes 
its toll. 
b. Thursday nights you'll find PS)Aites T aime 
Aguirre and Mona Alaniz at the Villarreal 
for Urban Cowboy Night. 
c. The Mighty Bears' winning streak brought in 
large crowds. 
d Mary Calvan, Melissa Gonzolez, Diana 
Lopez and Veronica Saenz enjoy an elec-
tronic space game at a local game room. 
e. Diana Hernandez takes in a show at the 
movie theater. 




Everyone likes to party their own 
way. But to get enjoyment out of sum-
mer activities you need to make some 
money. So unless good ole dad struck 
oil or something, chances are many 
students had to work to keep 
themselves in such luxuries as 
movies, dances, and burgers . 
Whether it be nine to five , or six to 
ten, a lot of high school students did 
put in some time into summer jobs. 
Some folks found themselves behind 
a cash register or trying to help 
customers select clothes or shoes at 
the mall stores. While other students 
were busy making hamburgers and 
shakes at the local fast food 
restaurants. But, after the work was 
done, came the best part of all 
spending the paycheck! 
a. Fernando '"Beetle" Gomez and Donna 
Olivarez are making junk food . 
b. Roy Garza enjoys stacking the merchandise. 
c. David Garza is happy to end the day. 
d . Freddie Lopez earns his paycheck. 
e. Mory Garza is really trying to please the 
customer 
f. Yolando Ybarro is pushing those shoes! 
2-Summer Activities 
------ - - - ------ -- - ---- - -- - - - -- --- ----- -- - ---- -- - --- - ------- --- -- - ------ ---- - --- -- - ------ -
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The 1981-82 PSJA Junior Class 
turned out to be a superbly spirited 
group. Not only did they show their 
spirit at pep rallies by giving the 
sophomore and senior classes quite a 
bit of competition. but it was also very 
easy to spot the juniors throughout 
the halls. Their total devotion to Bear 
pride, as well as that of being a junior 
came shining through all year long. 
From the football season down to the 
final weeks of school the juniors had 
spirit to boot! 
a. Gilbert Salinas looks all worn out after 
practice. 
b. Norma Gallardo and Mimi Echeverria are 
having a junior conversation . 




Fresh new faces appear every 
school year. Which new faces you 
ask? None other than the sophomore 
class. Ah yes the good ale' sophs and 
their eagerness for induction with the 
other peers. Well this year the crisp 
class weren't just sophomores. They 
were "Super sophs." Super sophs 
because of their accomplishments 
this year. A smoothly handled Bell 
and Beau dance, great school spirit, 
and strong activeness in all on-
campus clubs are but a few reasons 
this class can be considered super. 
Even though these sophomores take 
ribbing from other classmen its 
relieving to understand that they 
stand proud as they truly are. 
a Janie Cantu shows her love for seniors. 






a. Bubba Angel enjoys the articles he finds in 
"Rolling Stone" magazine. 
b. The soundtrack "Arthur" became a big hit 
for a movie that did just as well. 
c. A Bear Backer attends the box office hit 
"Taps." 
d Temporary foreign exchange student Fanny 
Dohet and Trisha Nunn after experiencing 
"Ghost Story." 
e. Chris Cottle decides whether the midnight 
show is worth it. 
f. Janie Sandoval takes in a movie. 




Everyone has their own speical tastes in entertainment. Some like to spend an 
evening at the movies with a box of popcorn and a coke. Others prefer to stay 
home for a night of T.V. viewing. There are also students who enjoy listening to 
the stereo blast out their favorite tunes. 
PSJA students preferences among movies ranged from productions such as 
"Taps" and "Reds" to comical performances such as that given in "Arthur." 
Among their favorite shows were soap-operas such as "Dynasty," "Dallas" and 
"General Hospital," plus news magazines like "60 Minutes" or "20-20." 
Musical favorites for the student body included songs by Foreigner, REO 
Speed wagon, and the ever-popular Rolling Stones. 
Favorite 
Songs 
1. Open Arms-Journey 
2. Through the Years-Kenny 
Rogers 
3. Juke Box Hero-Foreigner 
4. Arthur's Theme-Christopher 
Cross 
5. The Sweetest Thing-Juice 
Newton 
6. Physical-Olivia Newton-John 
7. We've Got the Beat-Go-Go's 
8. Keep on Loving You-REO 
Speed wagon 
9. Young Turks-Rod Stewart 
10. Our Lips are Sealed-Go-Go's 
Popular 
Albums 
1. Foreigner 4-Foreigner 
2. Hi Infidelity-REO Speedwagon 
3. The One That You Love-Air 
Supply 
4. Precious Time-Pat Benetar 
5. Share Your Love-Kenny Rogers 
6. Endless Love-L. Ritchie, D. Ross 
7. Tatoo You-Rolling Stones 
8. Physical-Olivia Newton-John 
9.Escape-Journey 




2. Raiders of the Lost Ark 
3. American Werewolf in London 
4. On Golden Pond 
5. Arthur 
6. Private Lessons 
7. Reds 
8. Superman II 
9. Endless Love 
10. Halloween II 




4. The Jeffersons 
5.MASH 
6. Fridays 
7. 60 Minutes 
8. Bosom Buddies 









Change Never Seems to Quit 
The most obvious example of change would be the school grounds. With an annex building located on the east side of the 
school and bran~ new tennis courts complete with lights for night time use north of the student parking lot. PSJAites had the 
opportunity to use the available facilities. Other signs of alteration were the abolishment of the ban-fire. This had students 
throwing on-the-spot car caravans to boost spirit and excitement before the McHi game. And the birth of the infamous 
"blue" slip which put tardy students into detention . The dentention room came from one of the many classrooms vacated 
due to the new M-annex building. Mr. Lyman Bounous, Mrs. Rosie Ruiz, and Ms. Hilda Garza were a few teachers that 
were moved into this new section which also housed the first JROTC classes held at PSJA. The JROTC was established to 
give enrolled students a stronger feel-
ing of citizenship for their country. 
Another beneficial change to 
students and teachers alike was the 
addition of a salad bar to the 
cafeteria. Plain lettuce seemed to on-
ly take up space on trays and later in 
garbage cans, but when optional 
salad and a choice of dressings were 
added students really took to it. All 
together the changes and growth PS-
J A experienced semed to make things 
a lot better for 1982 and for the years 
ahead. 
REPORT OF TARDINESS 
I was tardy ________ minutes on 
(day) (date) 
to (class) _________ (room) ___________ _ 
This is the ____________ time I have been tardy. The 
reason for tardiness was _ 
STUDENT 
6 7 6 9 10 It 12 
CIRCLE G RADE 
,.O RM ■C 114 - S UPREM E: ■ C H OOL ■ Ufl' fl' L Y CO•• A RC A DI A , W l 9 . &AIU 
TEACHER 
I I 
~ - v_.t-:.~ -~~ --
' ,.., ._ ........ 
a. A caravan of about 30 cars celebrated the 
PSJA-McHi game. 
b. A salad bar was added to the cafeteria. 
c. M-Annex Building supplied desperately 
needed classrooms to the school. 
d. )ROTC members gain a lot from their club. 
e. The new Gym/Music Hall complex will be 
in use in 1983. 
f. The new lighted tennis courts are ap-










Thirty-three students of the PSJA 
senior class were selected as 
members for 1981-82 Who's Who. 
These students exhibited qualities in 
leadership, character, and school and 
community involvement. They main-
tained an 88 average throughout their 
high school years. Members were 
selected by the faculty. 
Reyna Leal-NHS, UIL, Volleyball, 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes pres. 
Diana Alanis-NHS, Mat sec., UIL, Band, 
Rotary Student, Student of Month, Girls State 
alternate, Pan American Student Forum sec. 
Philip Ward-NHS, MAT pres., UIL, Cross 
Country, Track. 
Yolanda Delgadillo-NHS, MAT, Soph. class 
treasurer. 
Nadine Liu-NHS sec., MAT, UIL, Band, 
Twirler, Rotary Student, Student of Month, 
Girls State, S.C. rep. 
Xavier Rene Cazares-NHS, MAT vice-pres., 
UIL, Band, Student of Month, Band Beau 
Freshman yr., Soph. Class pres., Band rep. Jr. 
year. 
Cheryl Jackson- NHS, MAT, UIL, Band Of-
ficer and Sweetheart, Twirler, Belle and Class 
Favorite candidate. 
Gloria Luna-UIL, FTA vice-pres., Choir pres. 
Jonathon Robles-NHS, MAT, UIL, KRGV 
Football All-Valley, Rotary Student, Football. 
Mirta Perez-NHS, UIL. 
Diana Hernandez- NHS, MAT, UIL, Choir, 
Senior Class treas., FTA pres. 
Who's Who-29 
30-Who's Who 
Veronica Saenz- NHS, MAT, UIL, Rotary 
Student, Student of Month, Belle and Class 
Favorite candidate, S.C., Soph. Class vice-
pres., Thespian pres., Cross Country Basket-
ball. , Chs. 
Jose Luis Martinez-NHS, MAT, Rotary Stu-
dent, Soph. Class Officer, JETS vice-pres., 
Football. 
Jorge Castillo- NHS, MAT, UIL, Football 
Capt. 
Cheryl Ann Stevenson-NHS vice-pres., 
MAT, Rotary Student, Student of Month, 
Honey Bear, Quill and Scroll. 
Irene Villescas- NHS, MAT, Rotary Student, 
Soph. Class Fav., Jr. and Sr. Class Fav. can-
didate, Girls State, Bearette Major, Civitan 
State, Homecoming Queen 2nd runner-up. 
Erik Crank-UIL, Band. 
Michael Wilhite-NHS pres., MAT treas., 
Rotary Student, Band pres., Boys State, All 
Regional Band, Area Band. 
Javier Gonzalez-NHS, MAT, UIL, Boys State 
Band, Rotary Student. 
Theresa Hererada-Class Officer, FHA, 
Choir, S. C. Rep. 
Sandra Ramlrt:z-NHS, MAT, UIL, Student 
of Month, Soph. Class Favorite candidate, 
Girls State, Chs., Track Capt. 
Luis Gonzalez-NHS, VICA pres. 
Gilma Rivas-PASF, NHS, MAT. 
Who's Who-31 
Imelda Palacios-MAT, UIL, ITA par!., NHS 
treas. 
Araceli Castillo-NHS, VOCCT. OEA. 
32- Who'a Who 
Elva Soza- NHS, PASF, OEA treas. 
Carmen Ortega-UIL, Spanish Club sec. 
Jose Antonio Castellanos- NHS, UIL, 
Baseball, Football, KRGV All-Valley 
Scholastic, Football Team. 
Daniel Rodriguez-NHS, UIL. 
Debra Ann Flummer- NHS 
Noelia Ramirez- NHS, UIL. 
Aida Zarate- NHS, MAT, DECA. 
Rosario Alvarado- NHS, MAT, UIL & OEA 










Ten students were honored as the 
1981-82 Students of the Month. These 
students were chosen on their schol-
arship, character, leadership and 
school participation. Faculty mem-
bers selected these students to repre-
sent PSJA for a particular month. 
34 Student of Month 
d 
a] Xavier Cazares-January 
b) Veronica Saenz-August 
c) Jorge Castillo-March 
d) Carlos Quintanilla-October 
e) Sandra Ramirez-September 
f) Diana Alanis-February 
g) Monica Mendez-November 
h) Cheryl Jackson-May 
i) Irene Villescas-April 
j) Cheryl Stevenson-December 
b C 
h 
Student of Month-35 
Rotary 
Couples 
The faculty chooses outstanding 
seniors on the basis of scholarship, 
leadership, as well as participating in 
civic affairs. Rotary Couples are 
honored at a luncheon sponsored by 




a. Diana Alanis and Michael 
Wilhite-September. 
b. Veronica Saenz and Javier 
Gonzalez-November. 
c. Jonathon Robles and Cheryl 
Jackson-October. 
d. Sandra Ramirez and Xavier 
Cazares-March. 
e . Jose L. Martinez and Irene 
Villescas-Decem her. 
f. Lilia Rosales and Philip Ward-April. 
g. Imelda Palacios and Erik Crank-February. 
h. Carlos Quintanilla and Cheryl 
Stevenson- January. 
i. Nadine Liu and Jorge Castillo-May. 





Each year a group of students are 
picked to represent the Tri-City at 
two important government-
orientated conventions. The 
American Legion 's Boys and Girls 
State and the Civitan State are held 
during the summer and set up to 
show students more on how the U.S . 
Government is run and how the 
legislative and political worlds are 
kept under control. This year a total 
of eleven young men and women 
were picked to attend these 
prestigious activities. Five boys were 
sent to Boy's State, four girls to Girl 's 
State, and one boy and girl attended 
Civitan State, all of which gained 
very rewarding experiences. 
b 
d 
a. Attending Boy's State were left to right 
Javier Romero, Michael Wilhite, Jesse Gar-
za, and Harvey Gonzalez. Not shown is 
Carlos Quintanilla. 
b. Irene Villescas and 
c. Oscar Salinas attended the Civitan State. 
d. Attending Girl's State were Susie Bandin 
e. Sandy Ramirez 
f. Nadine Liu and 
g. Mary Galvan. 
Staters-39 




The University of Interscholastic 
Leagues is one of the most widely 
known and respected organizations 
of all the school systems in the coun-
try. Here at PSJA, U.I.L. has grown to 
some very high ranks. Consisting of 
many different activities ranging 
from prose and poetry to football, 
U.I.L. is something extremely dif-
ficult to run. Tournaments not only 
have to be attended but also run. 
Each year PSJA hosts two tour-
naments of which many valley 
schools compete for trophies and 
other honors. Behind all the work is 
Mrs. fanet Doyle who, as in many 
past years, has kept the winning spirit 
of PSJA U.I.L. working out. 
a. Mrs. Janet (Mama) Doyle has a tough job as U.I.L. coordinator. 
d 
b. Members who have cmpeted in various events are sitting left to right Becky Mendoza, J. D. Garza, 
Monica Koliba, Martha Hernandez, Norma Jean Gonzalez, Ronnie Saenz, Eliud Cabrera, Beth 
Gossett. Standing left to right are Rey Cano, Rudy Villarreal, Joel Martinez, Trisha Nunn, Romeo 
Cantu, Robert Blair, Eddie Acosta, Hokie Trevino, Sylvia Deleon, Lilia Rosales, Valerie Bauer, 
Bart Farar, Oscar Munoz, and Nadine Liu. 
c. Marc Thrall competed as an extemporaneous speaker. 
d. Trisha Nunn time-keeps at a tournament hosted by PSJA. 
e. Robert Blair was a debater for PSJA. 
f. Oscar Munoz and Valerie Bauer help arrange trophies for the tournament. 
g. Cissy Anders worked in the Tab room. 










A highly active group this year, the 
P.S.J.A. Student Council was in the 
best of interest for all students. Spon-
sored by Mr. Ramiro Castillo and 
Mrs. Deanna Castillo, Student Coun-
cil held many activities. Their ac-
tivities included, the Annual Blood 
Drive, Christmas carolling, and a can 
food drive for the needy. Student 
Council also held many money-
raising projects this year. The Ex-
ecutive Board of the Student Council 
consists of Chairpersons from several 
committees which help improve the 
school and encourage stud en ts to 





a . Student Council president Norma Jean Gon-
zales presides over the can food drive. 
b. The Council held their meetings every Tues-
day after school. 
c. 1981-82 Student Council members. 
d . Rolando Limas thinks twice about giving 
blood. 
e. "For the last time, you're only vice-
president," said Mr. Castillo to Gar Cabrera. 
f. Student Council Blood Drive members. 
g. Student Council Exe. Brd. members are First 
Row L. to R., treas. K. Jackson, v.-pres. G. 
Cabrera, pres. N. J. Gonzales, record-sec. M. 
Guzman, corr. sec. M. Koliba, 2nd Row, M. 
Trevino, A. Rivera, B. Uzcano, R. Saenz, L. 
Cavazos, J. Palacios, R. Trevino, M. Trevino, 








Biology, Chemistry, and Physical 
Science are but a few related fields of 
science. Promoting the interests of 
science and its several branches is 
the PSJA Science Club. Heading the 
30 member club this year is sponsor 
Mr. Hector Sandoval. The main 
qualifications for membership to 
enter is upholding good character in 
school, paying club dues, and being 
interested in science. Date and time 
of aggregation is on a weekly basis 
every Wednesday morning. This 
year ' s Science Club ' s ac-
complishments began with the par-
ticipation in Special Olympics, a get-
together party with other local 
science clubs of the valley, and a 
journey to McKinney Falls State Park 
in Austin. Later on in the year fund 
raising activities such as bake sales 
and car washes in numerous loca-
tions were held. 
b 
g 
a. Raul Sandoval experiences the feel of a 
reptile as other members observe. 
b. Sponsor Hector Sandoval believes in Spic 
and Span truck wheel tires. 
c. Science Club members are 1-r Back Row, 
Noe Alm, Jaime Tijerina, Rosita Rojas, 
Sandra De la Fuente, Carmen Ortiz, Middle 
Row, Sponsor Hector Sandoval, Dora 
Alaniz, Gaytano Gamboa, Oralia Rivera, 
Sandra Flores, Margie Garza, Kneeling, 
Buddy Uscano, Sonia Garza, Araceli 
Garcia, Yolanda Estrada, and Ruben 
Ramirez. 
d. Members amazed and awed at their 
accomplishments. 
e. Margie Garza believes in spraying passing 
cars at car washes. 
f. Two active members viewing through the 
microscope in hopes of discovering 
something. 
g. Science Club officers for the 1981-82 school 
year. 
h. Oralla Rivera displays a jar of specimens to 
fellow peers. 






The Future Homemakers of 
America is a club organized for 
students who have had homemaking. 
FHA helps its members prepare for 
their duties later on in life. Such 
things learned are home and family 
living, home economics but mostly 
self benefit and community growth. 
Throughout the school year FHA had 
many fund raising projects and ac-
tivities which included a supper held 
for faculty and administration and a 
stuffed animal sale. 
a. Homemakers treat the administration to a 
delightful dinner. 
b. FHA Club members for the 1981-82 school 
year. 
c. Food tasting is so fun. 





Future Teachers of America is a 
campus organization which en-
courages students to attend college 
and major in education. 
F.T.A.'s activities included a 
district workshop, district convention, 
state convention, and a district picnic. 
Money raising projects included an 
enchilada supper, gift sales, and a 
candy sale. 
a. Members are bottom row I. to r., I. Palacios, 
D. Hernandez, and D. Zapata. Top row are, 
S. Enriquez, L. Lopez, M. Zapata, M. Rojas, 
C. Hernandez, M. Barbosa, and Y. Galvan. 
b. Officers are, treas. R. Barbosa, par!. I. 
Palacios, sec. D. Zapata, v.p. G. Luna, pres. 
D. Hernandez and sponsor Mr. Newberg. 




Top Society Asserts 
Noblesse Oblige 
Here at PSJA if there is one club that maintains honor as well as intelligence, 
that organization would be the Pharr-San Juan-Alamo Tri-City Chapter of The 
National Honor Society of Secondary Schools. Consisting of more than 50 
outstanding members, this NHS organization is led by Mr. E. J. Ballew and Mrs. 
K. Reynolds. 
NHS's motto is Noblesse Oblige. With this motto in mind this club executes 
their purposes which are to create an enthusiasm for scholarship to stimulate a 
desire to render service, to promote leadership, and to develop character. To ac-
complish all tasks the organization congregated every second and fourth 
Thursdays of every month. In accordance with their purposes the club's yearly 
activities and proposed service projects are accomplished. Such activities and 
projects would be an Annual NJS BBQ, Special Olympics participation, Easter 
Seals, Women Together, Fund Raising Projects, and the Induction of new 
members. 
The number of new members, inducted this year rounded to about 30 students. 
The requirements for membership are based upon scholarship, service, leader-
ship, character, semester scholastic overall average of 90% or higher, and being 
of junior or senior class classification. 
b 
d 
a. A group of female NHS old members toast to 
the greatness of life 's past times and events 
concerning the club. 
b. Mr. E. J. Ballew, one of the NHS sponsors, 
flashes up a smile for the camera. 
c. Jonathan Robles takes a walk through the 
spinning funhouse. 
d. Old NHS members pose for the camera. 
e. Ranger Cheryl Stevenson believes that it 
takes brains to be in NHS. 
f. The new NHS members for 1981-82 school 
year are L-R Front M. Perez, N. Villescas, L. 
Garcia, L. Olivarez, S. Garza, E. Sanchez, 
2nd row R. Leal, G. Rivas, M. Chapa, M. 
Alvarado, V. Gonzalez, M. Martinez, T. 
Nunn, Sponsors K. Reynolds, E. J. Ballew, S. 
Munoz, M. Barrientes, A. Moncevais, D. 
Keel, R. Garza, J. Hernandez, H. Gonzalez, 
and R. Medina. 






The purpose of promoting 
mathematics is the PSJA Mu Alpha's 
main reason. Supervised by sponsors 
P. Gill and S. Saulsbury, this club ac-
complished activities such as spon-
soring their annual math contest, Jr. 
high math contests, and a banquet at 
the end of the year where new of-
ficers were introduced. Re-
quirements for membership are high 
averages in overall school grades plus 
interests and abilities in mathematics. 
The meeting dates are usually on the 
first Thursdays of each month. 
a. Diana Alanis amuses herself with a fellow 
Mu Alpha Theta member who somehow 
managed a cartwheel in mid air. 
b. The 1981-82 PSJA Mu Alpha Theta Club. 
c. Jonathon Robles and Cheryl Stevenson give 
healthy smiles to the camera operator. 
52- Mu Alpha Theta 
b 
C d 
d. Xavier Cazares presides as V. P. of MAO. 
e. The newly inducted Mu Alpha Theta 
members for the 1981-82 school year. 
f. The MAO Annual Banquet with Mr. Gill and 
Mr. Reyna presiding as master chefs. 
g. Irene Villescas attempts to be "Hulkess" but 
doesn 't succeed.-Keep on tryin ' Irene. 
Mu Alpha Theta- 53 
54- Thespians 
Thespians are 
First in Production 
The arts are one of the hardest things to conquer in this day and age. If you're 
good one year it only means that you've got to do better the next. The Interna-
tional Thespian Society's Troupe 1295 is one group of dramatic artists that have 
been able to not only maintain their high status in accomplishments but surpass 
in their every goal. The Thespians started off the year putting together duets, 
group acts, and preparing for their yearly children's production. As the year pro-
gressed new projects arose such as the Third Annual Variety Show, money-
making projects, T-shirts, and of course the U.I.L. One-Act Play. For awhile, 
Director Gilbert Zepeda wasn't quite sure of what script to choose, but after 
much consideration and careful thought, the final decision was on the play 
Marat Sade. Because this play was billed as a deep, mind-blowing drama it 
previously had never been allowed to be produced by high school students. For 
that matter the PSJA Thespians were the first high school squad to compete with 
this play in U.I.L. Having won the district title in this contest for the past two 
years and again this year, the squad excelled even higher by becoming Area 
champs for the first time ever. With President Ronnie Saenz in command the 





a. Daniel Hawkins was head of the Tech crew. 
b., c., d. Oscar Munoz applies werewolf 
make-up. 
e. Becky Mendoza and Rey Cano at rehearsal. 
f. Thespian members are Bottom Left R. Saenz, 
Pres., B. Gossett Sec., L. Rosales V. Pres., J. 
Sandoval Treas., T. Nunn Clerk, Middle 
Left J. Mata, E. Cabrera, R. Gomez, T. 
Anders, C. Elizondo, Seated Mrs. J. Doyle, 
Top Row Left R. Villarreal, R. Cano, B. 
Farar, 0. Munoz, J. Garza. 
g. Sponsor Gilbert Zepeda. 
h. Cast of the One-Act Play "Marat/Sade". 
i. Rehearsing the one-act. 
j . Club President Ronnie Saenz even found 





The Thespians are known for tak-
ing on great challenges and this year 
was no exception. When the time 
came to put out the annual children's 
play, the Thespians decided to do 
something in season with Christmas. 
Working together with the T.V. 
Department, the Troupe produced 
the play "How the Grinch Stole 
Christmas." Director Gilbert Zepeda 
and T.V. sponsor Rey Martinez spent 
many days adapting the script from 
the book by Dr. Seuss. The finished 
production featured an original 
dance scene that was arranged to 
decorate Whoville. The play gave the 
Thespians their biggest success ever 
and even bigger self-pride. 
a. The original cast of "How the Grinch Stole 
Christmas." A play adapted by Gilbert 
Zepeda and Reynoldo Martinez. 
b. Robert Blair had the lead role as the evil 
Grinch. 




The Pan American Student Forum 
had a terrific year. In doing this they 
had a very successful candy sale that 
had everybody eating M&M's 
throughout the football season. The 
Pan American Student Forum also 
featured Mexican Folk Dancers who 
performed at various occasions. The 
purpose of the club was to be educa-
tional and cultural in its aims. With 
the ambition of the club, the Pan 
American Student Forum has been 
able to maintain their purposes. 
a. PASF members are left, P. Martinez, M. 
Lopez 2nd Vice, G. Rivas Rep., M. Ortiz, C. 
Ortiz Pres., C. Rodriguez 1st Vice, M. 
Mancias Par!., Y. Galvan Treas., S. Blanca. 
b. Mexican Folk Dancers are from left, T. 
Medina, R. Sanchez, S. Garza, D. Sanchez. 
PASF-57 
58- Choir 
Choir Vocal Chords 
in Full Harmony 
Exploring the natures of harmony and melodies is the Concert Choir 
Organization of PSJA. Headed by Director Surry Gillum, the choir participated 
in many activities such as an All Valley Clinic, UIL Solo and Ensemble, and of 
course their annual concerts. The choir consists of 30-40 members. So as the 
choir continues using their vocal chords in full rythmn, melody, and harmony, 
they obviously use the gift of singing within their deep throats. 
b 
8 
a. Singing relates to facial expressions as well. 
b. Surry Gillum in his fifth year as director of 
the choir. 
c. 1981-82 Concert Choir officers. 
d. The PSJA Choir Concert for the 1981-82 
school year. 
e. "Do re me fa so la tee deeeee". 
f. Choir members sing with earnest throats. 
g. San Juanita Perez shares a folder with a 
peer. 
h. Some of the audience was called upon to 






Knowledge in fundamental techni-
ques of photography was the basic 
purpose of the Photography Club. 
This year, headed by a new spon-
sor, Mrs. Kay Marquis, the 
photography club was a very active 
club, receiving much more recogni-
tion than in past years. The members 
all worked towards making a movie 
project this year. Other activities in-
cluded meetings and field trips for 
the club. 
a. Photo Club members are Far Back, B. 
Uscano, 2nd Row, Pres. C. Hernandez, M. 
Pena, vice-pres. A. Uu, 3rd Row, S. Bandin, 
sponsor K. Marquez, M. Galvan sec.-treas., 
Front Row, R. Casas, P. Garcia. 
b. Cesar Hernandez takes a shot. 





The Art Club, sponsored by 
Stephanie Harris, was developed to 
promote an interest in Art. The club's 
motto was "The one who works with 
hands, brains and heart is a true ar-
tist." The club consisted of ten 
members and all were required to be 
in good standing and not to be absent 
more than three times without just 
cause. 
a. Cindy Lomas works on a poster for her club. 
b. Bernie Hernandez concentrates on a 
project. 
c. Ruth Trevino gives herself artistic freedom. 
d . The new 1981-82 P.S.J.A. Art Club. 
C 





High school journalism is some-
thing that should not be taken lightly. 
That is the attitude that Journalism 
sponsor, Ms. Blanca Perez always 
keeps in mind. Ms. Perez spent her 
first year as journalism advisor here 
at PSJA and really did a great job 
sponsoring the yearbook and school 
paper. The newspaper, "The Bear's 
Tale" was put out once a month this 
year with several special eight page 
issues published to commemorate 
such occasions as Homecoming and 
Graduation. This year's staff was 
made up of nine members who, 
together with the journalism class and 
various photographers, kept the 
Bea ·'s Tale in top production. 
C 
d 
a] Staff members get a kick out of a few new 
jokes before starting work. b] Jim Brewster, 
Sandy Ramirez, Adrie Acosta, and Buddy 
Liscano were staff members in 1982. c] Cindy 
Elizondo takes care of ads. d] New sponsor, 
Blanca Perez, keeps things in order. e] When 
Sylvia DeLeon wants to see a "Bear's Tale" she 
really looks for one. f) Gar Cabrera laughs off 
orders from the editor-in-chief. g] Editor-in-
Chief, Norma Jean Gonzalez, phones in some 
of her Aggie jokes to Mr. Ballew. h] Sports 
editor, Greg Anderson, wonders what to write 







This year another club was added 
to PSJA's long list of fine clubs. Now 
in its second year of progress and 
sponsored by J. Tor line, C. Saldana 
and J. Ramirez, the Karate Club prov-
ed successful. Shakey at first and not 
too well established the first year, the 
Karate Club has participated in tour-
naments and excelled very well in 
their second year of participation. 
a. Karate kicks in stride. 
b. 1981-82 Karate Club members are 1st Row I. 
to r., M. Hernandez, J. Martinez, C. Garza, 
P. Perez, N. Saldana, 2nd Row, J. Ovalle, B. 
Williams, S. Gonzales, P. Williams, J. 
Garcia, 3rd Row, C. Saldana sponsor, 0. 
Villarreal, M. Garcia, D. Sanchez, J. Torline 
head sponsor. 
c. Martha Hernandez and Omar Villarreal 
demonstrate their defensive techniques. 
d 
a) Sponsor Ms. Garza carries the heavy load of 
supervising over F.8 .L.A. 
b) Hilaria Tijerina and Mary Salazar smile as 
they work on their skills. 
c) Members from L. to R. are, Clemente 
Oyervides, Soila Ramirez, Annabelle 
Castilleja, Gloria Soto, Susie Valle, Mary 
Salazar, Joe Soto, Hilaria Tijerina, Mona 
Rodriguez, and last but not least, Racheal 
Rodriguez. In front is none other than their 
sponsor Ms. R. Garza. 
d) Typing is one of the many skills covered in 
F.B.L.A. Here Ms. Garza guides one her 





Preparing students for the "busi-
ness world" is F.B.L.A.'s main func-
tion. Preparation for a career in this 
field involves a lot of work. Members 
compete in typing, shorthand and 
many other things. This year F.B.L.A. 
participated in many activities such as 
workshops, district meets and held 
special projects of Christmas carolling 
over the holidays. In keeping up with 
their reputation as a fine club and 
headed by Ms. R. Garza, F.B.L.A. 
came out as one of the top contenders 






Students at PSJA with an interest 
in math, science, and promoting 
engineering as a career became 
members of the Junior Engineering 
Technical Society. The Jets' year ac-
tivities included sponsoring a local 
division of an international computer 
contest in April. 
a. The 1981-82 Jets are L-R Robert McDaniels, 
David Keel, Spnsr. A. B. Cron, Rosita Rojas, 
Trisha Nunn, Joe Martinez, Rosie Casas, 
Rosie Mancha, Ernie Alvarado, Guadalupe 
Pedron. 
b. Mr. Cron sneaks a smile. 
c. Robert thinks he knows what he 's doing. 
d. Joe shows Guadalupe how to work a 
computer. 





This year many students had a new 
opportunity to take a look and see 
what life could be like in the "ser-
vice." With the help of the local Ar-
my, P.S.J.A. was able to sponsor a 
new program at school, JROTC is 
designed to provide a curriculum 
which provides a learning progres-
sion from one year to the next. 
JROTC consists of over two hundred 
members. 
e.Co onet B'atrffai ates a .stroll ,down the 
campus, 
b, "No more :marching please, 'Crles Cfndy 
Elizondo. 
c. Two stiff cadets in a picture. 







"Learning to do, doing to learn, 
earning to live living to serve", this is 
the Future Farmers of America's mot-
to this year and it sure is getting them 
places. First of all, leadership con-
tests played a vital activity for this 53 
member agricultural club. Projects 
included are the All Valley Winter 
Vegetable Show, and a citrus show. 
Later on in the year they attended the 
Livestock Show, and the Rio Grande 
Valley Livestock Show. 
This year the FF A chapter, led by 
sponsor Sidney F. Ford has certain 
requirements. One requirement is 
that of student enrollment in voca-
tional agricultural classes. The other 
concerns membership club fees 
payable to District, Area, State, and 
National levels. The club meets on 
second Tuesdays every month at 
seven in the night. Here at these 
meetings, as well as the club's annual 
projects, the Future Farmers of 
America members execute their main 
purpose being to develop agricultural 
leadership, cooperation, and citizen-
ship. In addition, FFA breeds 





a. Chasing pigs to round 'em up is quite a task for these FFA people. 
b. An FFA member silently watches a companion. 
c. Porky the Pig invites his FFA friends to dinner. 
d. Letty Vaughn openly comments of the year's events. 
e. The PSJA 1981-82 FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA were led by officers P. Arredondo; 
president, R. Gomez; V.P., L. Falknor; Sec., A. Padron; Treas., 0. Castilleja; Rep. , L. Vaughn; Sent., 
and Linnet Vaughn; Chap. 
f. An FF A member right after lunchtime. 
g. 1981-82 FFA officers. 
h. James McNeil attempts to "Break the Pig". 







After graduation everyone is faced 
with the idea of independence and 
life away from home. To capture this 
lifestyle people must, of course find a 
job. At PSJA, we are fortunate 
enough to have a club whose goal is 
to prepare students for leadership in 
the world of work. This organization, 
Industrial Cooperative Training, is 
sponsored by Mr. f ohn Carpenter 
and headed by President Floyd 
Robbins. 
b 
a. Mr. J. Carpenter, ICT sponsor, keeps his 
d bookwork in order. 
e 
b. Does Ricky Lopez really enjoy ICTI 
c. ICT Afternoon Class members are Top Left, 
Joe Sanchez, Juan Estrada, Mando Lopez, 
Ricky Ramos, Marcos Bocanegra, Adelmiro 
Martinez, Rosie Ceja, Bottom Left, Rosalva 
Jimenez, Letty Lopez, Mario Cavazos, 
Arnold Fonseca, Ricky Lopez. 
d. ICT Morning Class members are Bottom 
Left, Santiago Esquivel, Oscar Lopez, Rosie 
Garza, Romeo Rosales, Jesse Casteneda, 
Middle Row Left, Mr. J. Carpenter; sponsor, 
Jaime E. Palacios, Terry Lopez, Richard 
Sandoval, Rogelio Perez, Top Row Left, Tim 
Tillman, Alex DeLaRosa, Efrain Rodriguez, 
Kyle Wood, President Floyd Robbins, Jaime 
Borrego. 
e. and f. ICT members work hard. 
g. Rosalva Jimenez works during class. 








"Preparing Today For The World 
of Works." That is the motto of the 
Cooperative Training Club Chp. 70. 
CV AE's sponsor, Mr. Fausto Galvan, 
has seen to it that the club's 30 
members further develop a respect 
for education. In today's world such a 
task is difficult. By being a member, 
students also learned to promote an 
understanding of and appreciation 
for the responsibilities of citizenship, 
the world of work, and the American 
way of life. 
a. Chris Cottle and DeLayne Warden are 
"rapping" in class. 
b. Club members are left to right, 1st Row, 
Cesar Ortiz, Letty Ramirez, Anita 
Gutierrez, DeLayne Warden, Lynda Jo 
Garcia, Becky Cazares, Horacio Razo, Mr. 
Galvan, 2nd Row, Eleazar Gonzalez, Adan 
Zuniga, Robert Martinez, .Gabino 
Carrizales, Joe Luis Rios, Ricky Moreno, 
Felipe Ramos, 3rd Row, Jaime Castillo, 
Chris Cottle, Rick Hempel, Daniel Garcia, 
John Ramos, Daniel Sandoval. 
c. Officers are left to right, 1st Row, DeLayne 
Warden, sgt. at arms; Lynda Jo Garcia, 
treas.; Becky Cazares, sec.; Horacio Razo, 
parl., 2nd Row, Chris Cottle, rep.; Rick 
Hempel, pres.; Daniel Garcia, v.p.; and Mr. 
Fausto Galvan, sponsor. 
d. John Ramos checks out his homework. 
e. Mr. Galvan, teacher-coordinator for the 
C.V.A.E. Coop, was T.E.A.'s nominee for 
Outstanding Teacher of the Year in Area XI. 
e 
CVAE-73 
Hard Workers in 
Metal Trades 
VOCT Metal Trades is a club which helps develop leadership and good com-
munity and civic awareness. A requirement for being a member was to be 
enrolled in one of the four Metal Trades Classes. 
Among the club's activities were an area V.O.C.T. Leadership Conference and 
Training Session held in McAllen and a district meet held at T.S.T.I. in Harl-




Metal Trades is a club which helps 
students to further develop a respect 
for education through academic ex-
periences coordinated with voca-
tional skill development. To develop 
leadership abilities through par-
ticipation in educational, vocational, 
civic recreational, and social ac-
tivities. Added to this list was the pur-
pose of strengthening the confidence 
of students in themselves and their 
work. 
a. Members are. R. Lizcano, Mr . . Taylor; 
sponsor, F. Salazar, C. Reyna, 0. Gutierrez, 
R. Escalante, J. de la Cruz, R. Enriquez, F. 
Lara, J. Trejo, F. Reyes, A. Uvalle, R. 
Lizcano. 
b. Busy at work! 
c. Lighting Up! 
d. Earning a grade. 
e. Members are I to r, D. Maldonado, A. 
Pineda, J. Rodriguez, J. Lopez, D. Garza, R. 
Hernandez, P. Gutierrez, R. Salinas, A. 
Suarez, D. Sanchez, F. Barrios, A. Guajardo, 
B. Hernandez, B. Gutierrez, D. Garza, R. 
Arispe. 
f. Mr. R. Rodriguez, E. Gurera, Jr., G. Slayton, 
R. Tijerina, A. Martinez, C. Gonzalez, J. M. 
Perez, C. Cuellar, V. Gonzalez, Jr., J. 




State Champs Grow Stronger 
The world of television is something that people look at in awe and amazement. Just knowing that switches here, plugs 
there, and lights everywhere can produce a remarkable concept of entertainment is enough to boggle one's mind with intense 
couriosity. Here in Bear Country, PSJA-TV 2 is a perfect example of a hard-running television station. Run in two separate 
classes by Mr. Reynaldo Martinez and assistant Roger Lara, PSJA Television is viewed by all cable subscribers in the Pharr-
San Juan-Alamo area on channel two. Viewers can watch anything from newscasts to movies all written and directed by 
students in the television classes. These productions are also entered each year in annual state-wide contests and for the past 
three years PSJA-TV 2 has come out as first place champions. By doing this, some members of the TV crew have also quali-
fied and placed in National events. In the year's ahead, PSJA television plans to go even further in their goals and by the 
looks of it, seem to be doing just that. 
b 
a. Taping the Choir Assembly required much 
equipment. 
b. Roel Robles prepares to tape. 
c. Taping pep-rallies in '82. 
d. The morning class is Bottom Left M. Salinas, M. 
Cisneros, 1st Pres., R. Perez, Middle Left R. 
Alonzo, D. Hernandez, R. Guajardo, C. Barrera 
Sec. R. Lara Paraprofessional, Back Left S. 
Mendoza, J. Garcia, H. Meza, M. Gutierrez 2nd 
Pres., F. Cavazos. 
e. The afternoon class is Front Left Mr. R. 
Martinez sponsor, I. DeLaGarza Treas., 0. 
Agulilera, I. Salazar, D. Garzes, S.A., Top Left 
M. Pentico, R. Robles, A. Facundo, J. Ovalle V. 
Pres., J. Diaz, C. Escobedo, R. Reyna, P. Tijerina 
Parl., N. Navarro. 







Duplicating office training known 
as D.O.T. is a vocational career club. 
The main purpose of the club is to 
teach students different types of 
duplicating and stenciling machines 
which will help people in office ori-
ented careers. This particular class 
can give you experience if an office 
career is in your future. D.O.T. also 
does a variety of duplicating such as 
pads and brochures for various clubs 
and people outside of school. It's no 




a . Rosalinda Ar da has Bette Davis eyes. 
b. VOCCT members are Bottom Row, L-R 'il. 
Sandoval, A. Esquivel, D. Pesina, M. Cerda, 
R. Aranda, D. Salinas, and S. Renteria, Top 
Row are N. Alvarez, M. Cono, S. Solis, D. 
Sanchez, M. Carmen, G. Snell, E. Gonzalez, 
M. Sanchez, S. Hernandez, R. Lopez, C. 
Gonzalez, VOCCT sponsor. 
c. R. Aranda uses a thermatay. 
d . R. Lopez uses a duplicator to duplicate. 
e. E. Gonzalez demonstrates a copier. 
f. M. Sanchez works energetically. 




Office Careers have always been a 
popular choice of occupation to 
students. With this in mind it is good 
to know that the Office Education 
Association Co-op is there to teach 
students all there is to know about the 
nine to five lifestyle of office 
workers. This year OEA Co-op went 
all out to promote office interest and 
build strong leadership skills in 
students seeking careers in this field. 
The club attended workshops and 
conferences and also participated in 
helpful projects throughout the year. 
a. The Office Education Association Club Co-
op with sponsor Diana Garcia are from 
bottom I. to r. R. M. Eberly, R. Flores, V. 
Lopez, G. Salinas, Y. Cirlos, S. Pedraza, N. 
Rodriguez, R. Rodriguez, M. Castro, L. 
Bustamante, E. Soza, R. Alvarado, S. Garcia, 
J. Guzman, S. de la Cerda, D. Zapata, S. 
Davila, R. Bridgeman, N. Hardesty, M. 
Ysquierdo, L. Castro, L. Lopez. 
b. OEA Co-op members participated in many 
activities; they are the girls who also pick up 
lunch tickets everyday. 
OEA-Lab 
Students nowadays are being faced 
with the hard to answer question of 
"What do I do for a living?" One sug-
gestion might be to find a career, and 
in todays world, working in an office 
might be just right. At PSJA. the Of-
fice Education Association Lab is 
working hard to promote interest in 
office careers and develop leadership 
skills. They were kept busy all year 
long attending leadership workshops, 
banquets and also worked on many 
projects for the holidays. Headed by 
Ms. Noelia Guarjardo, sponsor, and 
San Juanita Cano, president, 
OEA-Lab kept a high name for 
itself. 
a. OEA-Lab members are Top Left, S. 
Vaughn, J. Jeske, B. Gonzalez, G. Garza, N. 
Saldana, C. Martinez, J. Salinas, sponsor N. 
Guarjardo, Bottom Left , M. Garcia, S. 
Villarreal, Treas., J. Pedroza, Hist., J. Cano, 
Pres., D. Villarreal, V. Pres./Rep., D. Davila. 




The Office Education Association 
Club also has a migrant class. This 
class, EOOEA Migrant, is designed to 
help in promoting office careers to 
migrant students. This year Ms. M. 
Alaniz sponsored the club and led 
the members into the years activities. 
Among the events they encountered 
were workshops, conventions, and 
conferences. OEA also aided in the 
Special Olympics and worked on 
many office oriented projects. Presi-
dent Blanca Esquivel managed to 
keep OEA Migrant in top form all 
year. 
a. OEA-Mig. members are Left, Y. Rodriguez, 
S. Garcia, A. Castillo, G. Garcia, E. Campos, 
M. Hernandez, C. Esquivel, E. Cano, B. 
Esquivel, 0. Deleon, De Los Reyes, D. 
Lozano, S. Leal, S. Enriquez, M. Zacariaz, 
M. Alaniz-Sponsor, A. Castro, G. Garcia, 
Kneeling are, M. Rodriguez and A. Lopez. 
b. Mig. officers are E. Campos, Sec.; B. 






The 1981-82 DECA Club, otherwise 
known as the Distributive Education 
Clubs of America, develops future 
leaders for marketing and distribu-
tion areas. DECA's main purpose this 
year, as well as past years, is attemp-
ting to prepare students in such 
careers as advertising, selling, 
displaying, food marketing, food ser-
vices, and other areas of business. 
Consisting of more than 70 members, 
DECA is sponsored by Mr. Daniel, 
Mrs. E. De La Garza, and Mr. B. 
Montemayor who each have two 
DECA classes during the day. 
Throughout the school year this club 
attended leadership and develop-
ment conferences at state as well as 
national levels. They also had money 
making projects which related to 
business experiences such as a gift 
wrap booth at a neighboring city. 
a. One of the many Co-op classes of the DECA 
Club. 
b. Mr. Daniel is one of the instructors of the 
many co-op classes. 





a. Noe Gutierrez reviews for a major exam 
concerning job related experiences. 
b. DECA member was a participant in the Jerry 
Lewis Telethon. 
c. Senior member response to her name. 
d. The PSJA DECA Giftwrap Booth which was 
serviced during the X-Mas rush. 
e. Freddy Lopez puts some pants in place 
before the customers arrive. 
f. Sh_own are DECA members who participated 
in the Jerry Lewis Telethon. 
g. Wesley Barker takes time out from the busy 
club schedule to contemplate the next event. 
h. The 1981-82 PSJA DECA organization con-
sisting of more than 50 outstanding 
members. Not shown are the organization 
instructors who are Mrs. E. De La Garza, 





Auto mechanics, also recognized as 
the Vocational Industrial Clubs of 
America, consists of 40 members and 
is headed by Aristio Palacios. 
Students must be 15 years or older, 
must pass all required courses, and 
must further his automotive incen-
tive. Meeting day of the club is on the 
first Monday of every month. The 
club attended Texas Southmost Col-
lege and Brownsville Texas VICA 
Award and program contest. Their 
motto is to believe in education. 
a. Mechanics learning methods. 
b. Pete Sanchez at work. 
c. 1981-82 VICA Auto Mechanics Club. 
d. Another student in a van . 
e. Hard work for a hard man! 
b 
86- Auto Mechanics 
Migrant Car Mechanic 
Members Prepare for 
Advanced Trade 
Migrant auto mechanics, otherwise 
known as Vocational Industrial Clubs 
of America, maintains a motto that 
says, "Training for the world of work 
is the name of the game." This 1981-
82 school year, migrant auto 
mechanics is headed by Mr. Ray 
Zavala, who has been with this club 
since 1980. The requirements for 
membership are to be enrolled in 
migrant auto mechanics and to be 
willing to participate in club ac-
tivities. The meeting date and time of 
club is once a month on Fridays. 
a. Even Carlotta, Janie, and Mary seem to 
enjoy the life of car batteries and 
carburetors. 
b. Luis Suarez and Javier Lopez join to remove 
the bolts of a wheel. 
c. Manuel Bravo thinks about his next action. 
d. Mechanics are Back 1-r, Noe Marquez, 
Frank Pequeno, Alfredo Salazar, Manuel 
Bravo, Milce Trevino, Middle, Mr. R. 
Zavala; Sponsor, Carlotta Garcia, Janie 
Zapata, Javier Lopez, Jerry Gallegos, 
Modesto Soto, Javier Zuniga, Gilbert 
Torres, Front, Ruben Aguilera, Juvencio 
Lopez, Luis Suarez, Mary Barboza, Rolando 







The homecoming game is probably 
one of the favorite games of the sea-
son. The girls look forward to it 
because it's when they all find out 
who they are getting mums from that 
year. Ten lovely ladies are especially 
anxious for game night. They are the 
lucky girls who were fortunate 
enough to be selected as homecoming 
queen candidates. The girls were pre-
sented to the student body at an 
assembly. The students then voted for 
their favorite girl by secret ballot and 
Mona Alaniz was chosen queen, with 
Maggie Salinas 1st runner-up and 







a) Mona Alaniz; Homecoming Queen for '82 
b) Cynthia Alonzo 
c) Yolanda Galvan 
d) Veronica (Ronnie) Saenz 
e) Liza Gomez 
f) Patty Serna; representative from '81 was on 
hand to crown the new queen. 
g) Maricela Palacios 
h) Maggie Salinas; 1st runner-up 
i) Cheryl Jack.son 
j) Irene Villescas; 2nd runner-up 
Not shown is Barbara Rodriguez. 
Homecoming- 91 





The PSJA student body chose Mag-
gie Salinas and Herman Trevino as 
Belle and Beau for 1982. 
Maggie has outshined as a cross-
country star throughout her high 
school years. She was state champ for 
the 800 meter run her sophomore and 
junior years. She was ranked third in 
the nation last year. 
Herman has enjoyed his share of 
the limelight as a star on the football 
field as well as the baseball team. He 





The Mighty Senior Class of 1982 
chose Cindy Alonzo and Carlos 
Quintanilla as their class favorites . 
Both Cindy and Carlos were very 
well-known by their fellow seniors. 
Cindy was on the swimming team 
for three years and had been a 
cheerleader since junior high. As a 
senior she was chosen 
head-cheerleader. 
Carlos was active in football, 
baseball, and track at one time or 
another during his years in high 
school. He was also honored as Stu-
dent of the Month and Rotary 
Student. 





Orlando Munoz and Lisa Garcia 
were chosen favorites by the junior 
class of '82. 
Orlando was busy throughout both 
his sophomore and junior years. He 
was involved in football and track, 
along with being a member of the 
Fellowship Club. 
Lisa was an active band member 
and was president of the junior class. 






The class of '84 also voted for their 
favorite sophomores. They chose 
Norma Robles and Joel Borrego 
among hundreds of 10th grade 
students. Like all other class 
favorites, Norma and Joel were voted 
on by their peers. The winners were 
announced at the Belle and Beau on 
February 12th. 
Norma was JV cheerleader and 
Joel played football for the PSJA 
Bears. 





There are many organizations on 
campus. One thing the clubs take 
time out to do is vote on a favorite 
member to represent them. These are 
some of those selected to be club 
favorites and sweethearts. 
a. Choir Favorites- Ricky Rodriquez, Maggie 
Bernal, Lou Ann Garza, Lazaro Cabrera. 
b. Mu Alpha Theta- Cheryl Jackson, Xavier 
Casares. 
c. OEA Sweetheart- Rosario Alvarado. 
d. VOE Sweethearts- Sonia Garcia, Maricela 
Hernandez, Maricelda Garcia, Janie 
Salinas. 
e. Honey Bear-Cheryl Stevenson. 
f. DECA Favorites-Rene Vasquez, Marisa 
Cantu. 
g. Favorite Teachers-Miss A. Carranza, Mr. 
R. Flores. 
h. Basketball Sweethearts-Norma Jean Gon-




98 - Favorites 
Favorites 
(cont.) 
a. FFA Sweetheart-Robin Doty. 
b. JV Basketball Sweetheart-Linda Morales. 
c. Mr. and Miss Spirit-Monica Mendez, 
Eliud Cabrera. 
d. Art Club Favorites-Maribel Castro, Bernie 
Hernandez. 
e. DOT Favorites-Martin Sanchez, Marina 
Cano. 
f. FHA Favorites-Mario Salazar, Ne1ly 
Zamarrippa. 
g. Science Club Favorites-Ana Flores, 
Cayetano Gamboa. 
h. Student Council Favorites-Becky Lizcano, 
Armando Garcia. 












The folks from PSJA are quite 
special. They are fun, charismatic 
and devoted to their school. The 
following four pages contain candids 
of students and teachers on and off 
campus. A little humor was added to 
some pictures and it was all done in 







a. Yolanda attempts to hide her "funny" 
magazine before Mr. C. busts her. 
b. Eloy tries it with his music sheet upside 
down . 
c. "I didn't did it." 
d. Trigonometry students who got stuck with 6 
period lunch. 
e. Trying to score points with the umpire. 
f. Our new school bus. 
g. We miss you, Roy. 
h. Dress-up day for sophomores. 
i. The entire football team suddenly gets a 
migraine Headache. 
j . Coach Gonzalez relaxing at home. 








Women's Volleyball plays as an 
exciting sport at PSJA High. With 
school girls of all shapes and sizes in 
the squad they are capable of in-
teresting almost any sports fan who is 
in search of a good and fair adven-
turous game. In recent years, this 
group of volley players frequently 
placed in district competition. With 
high hopes and thorough ambition set 
in their minds these girls made a 




a. Varsity volleyball teammate displays a 
strong overhand serve. 
b. Team joins to grasp sound advice from 
Coach Perez as the referee jots down notes. 
c. Maribel Silva volleys the ball. 
d. Linda Vecchio and Mari Cantu discuss the 
game's turnout. 
e. Girls shake their booty before a hot game. 
f. A counter spike soon to occur. 
g. The 1981-82 PSJA Varsity Volleyball Team. 
h. Coach Julia Perez silently observes her 
team's movements. 
i. Ex-Volley player Carmen Hernandez now 




a. Maribel Silva gives the opponents the main 
course of the game-"The Serve". 
b. Llnda Vecchio attempts a hard throw for the 
opposing team. 
c. "Here it comes Reyna Leal help me out will 
ya?" d. Teammates have warm-up practices 





Upcoming volleyball players for 
the Junior Varsity Team. Supervised 
by Coach Alicia Gonzalez the team is 
sure to have good experience. With 
hard workouts during the afternoons 
the team was allowed to gain ex-
perience for next year's games. 
This time the team started the year 
off on an unstable foot. With a com-
plex game such as volleyball , 
physical, as well as mental abilities 
and reactions must be quick and 
thorough! Countless hours of practice 
is used for a beginning team. Even 
though the team didn't do too well 
they are sure to succeed next year. 
a. Junior Varsity team 1-r Back Row, Coach 
Alicia Gonzalez, Michelle Silva, Aurora 
Gonzales, Marcela York, Rachel Cano, Elna 
Arrambide, Gracie Coronado, Front Row, 
Mary Garza, Annabel Velasquez, Lillie 
Salinas, and Kindra Jackson. 
b. Teammates gather to give a hard clap for 
their efforts. 
c. Coach Alicia Gonzalez during her 
conference period. 
d. Selling munchies for the spectators is not as 
bad as it seems. 





It was a year of anticipation for the 
mighty Battlin' Bears and their loyal 
fans as New Head Coach Bruce Bush 
led the team to the District Cham-
pionship. At first, the Bears seemed to 
play a little sloppy but managed to 
beat , non-district team the Donna 
Redskins, 6-3 and also managed a 
more encouraging 14-3 win over Cor-
pus Christi Ray. However, by the 
time district play began the Bears 
were ready to show the Valley all 
they had. Whether it was pounding 
the Greyhounds, 36-7, or skinning the 
Panthers, 21-10, PSJA had impressed 
much of the Valley, considering that 
the Bears were ranked sixth in the 
district. Bush's Bears also pulled off 
three shutouts in the year, their first 
being to none other than traditional 
rival the McAllen Bulldogs (In your 
eye McHi!). The Bears also played to 
their upmost ability in Brownsville 
where they beat the Porter Cowboys 
41-0. Their third straight shutout was 
played with the Hanna Eagles in a 
scary 7-0 Homecoming score. 
By this time all eyes were on PSJA 
as they met their match, the Harl-
ingen Cardinals, in the district race. 
Thousands of spectators watched in 
cold rain as the Bears defeated the 
Cards, 16-7. Although the district title 
was still a win away for the Bears, all 
the Valley knew who would take the 
crown. Even sportscaster Dave 
Brown and McAllen Monitor sport-
swriters changed their "just lucky" 
attitude toward the Bears and ex-
pected them to come out of the 
district undefeated, this however was 
not the case. After beating the Mis-
sion Eagles, 15-6, for a definite 
district championship, the Edinburg 
Bobcats came to visit Bear Stadium in 
a riproaring battle with PSJA and 
gave the Bears a not-so-perfect 
record of 9 and 1 by defeating PSJA, 
21-7. (continued on next pg.] 
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The 1981-82 District Champs are Top Row Left, J. Millen, R. Chavez, M. Thompson, 0. Salinas, B. Villanueva, C. Quintanilla, S. Ramirez, R. 
Salinas, J. Cantu, F. Gauna, D. Garza, G. Castillo, Fourth Row Left, J. Clem, R. Guerra, M. Fonseca, F. Lara, F. Vargas, R. Gonzales, H. Trevino, G. 
Salinas, 0. Munoz, A. Menchaca, T. Ayala, Third Row Left, R. Delgadillo, A. Alvarez, A. Puente, R. Moya, B. Aleman, G. oughs, J. Robles, R. 
Gomez, H. Robles, R. Renteria, D. Cranfill, G. Slayton, R. Coronodo, Second Row Left, G. Nino, L. Flores, I. Tijerina, J. Trevino, J. Elizondo, M. 
Lopez, M. Salazar, R. Robles, R. Herrera, A. Alainiz, X. Pruneda, Bottom Row Left, J. Ochoa, L. Lopez, J. McNeil, J. Vela, F. Rodriguez, A. Serna, R. 
Vasquez, R. Rodriguez, E. Enriquez, R. Beltran, J. Castellanos. 
(cont.) The season ended with PSJA 
on top and Edin burg with a close se-
cond. It took Coach Bush and his 
"Masters of Disasters" to show the 
Valley exactly what PSJA means in 
football and in this case to never 
underestimate the power of the 
Bears. 
a . Gilbert Salinas, #32, displays that 
devastatingly fierce look that met other 
teams during the season. 
b. The Coaching Staff for 81-82 are top left, H. 
Cuevas, J. Glapa, J. Morton, D. Rivera, 
middle row left, E. DeSutter, J. Suarez, J. 
Fuente, P. Ramirez, bottom row left, D. 





The P.S.J.A. Bears began their 
season with a 6-3 victory over the 
Donna Redskins. The next win came 
over the C. C. Ray Texans, 14-3. 
Quarterback Martin Fonseca com-
pleted 8 of 11 passes for 152 yards. 
Safety Andy Alvarez also intercepted 
two passes. The San Benito 
Greyhounds came to town and were 
handed a 36-7 defeat. Following the 
Greyhounds, were the Weslaco Pan-
thers who also lost 21-10 with the of-
fense totaling 323 yards. The defense 
had six quarterback sacks. The 
McHigh Bulldogs were the next to 
take on the Bears and found they had 
more than they could handle as they 
were massacred 24-0. One highlight 
was when the Masters of Disaster 
stopped the Bulldogs at the one yard 
line and then the offense took it 99 
yards for the score. 
a. Frank, Ram, Art, Marco, Eleazar, and Dar-
ryl watch their offensive buddies take on the 
Panthers. 
b. The Mod Squad bullies the Bulldogs. 
c. The joy of victory over the Harlingen 
Cardinals. 
d. Time to be thankful. 
e. Martin waits to get his offense back on the 
field . 
f. Herman Trevino proved to be an important 
asset to the Bears. 






The Bears clobbered the Porter 
Cowboys 41-0 and rolled an impres-
sive offensive total of 400 yards, while 
holding Porter to a measly 11 yards, 
Hanna came in to town next and 
fell to the Mighty Bears, 7-0, for the 
Homecoming game. 
Over 10,000 fans traveled to Har-
lingen on a cold and rainy night as the 
two undefeated teams met to decide 
the district championship. The Mas-
ters of Disasters swarmed all over the 
Harlingen quarterback and beat the 
Cardinals 16-7. Gilbert Salinas 
brought his season rushing total to 
1,047 yards. 
The Bears clinched the district 
crown by defeating the Mission 
Eagles 15-6, but fell to the Bobcats 21-
7. Herman Trevino caught 7 passes 
for 164 yards, while Martin Fonseca 
completed 9 out 22 passes for 236 





Players selected to the District 
28-5A 1st and 2nd teams were, 
Andy Alvarez, D. J. Garza, 
Albert Puente, Gilbert Salinas, 
Oscar Salinas, Mike Thomp-
son, Herman Trevino, Eleazar 
Villanueva, Tony Enriquez, 
Martin Fonseca, Lee Lopez, 
Xavier Pruneda, Sam Ramirez, 
Jonathan Robles and Julio 
Trevino. 
Awards at the P.S.J.A. Foot-
ball Banquet were given to the 
following players: Offensive 
Player of the Year Herman 
Trevino, Defensive Player of 
the Year Albert Puente, Most 
Valuable Player Gilbert 
Salinas, Coca Cola Award D. J. 
Garza, Scholarship Award 
Jonathan Robles, and the Mario 
Romero Award to Carlos 
Quintanilla. 
PSJA Ends Season 
The P.S.J.A. Bears football season came to an end in the Bi-District clash with 
the Alice Coyotes. The Bears totaled 278 yards offensively. George Boghs scored 
a touchdown from the two yard line, followed by Javier Pruneda 's field goal. 
Gilbert Salinas, whose season total was 1,316 yards rushing, scored next with a 31 
yard touchdown pass. But, at the end of the game the score was P.S.J.A. 16-Alice 
50, thus, ending the Bears magnificent winning season. Although this last game 
was quite a shocker, it should still be remembered as the season the Bears proved 
to everybody that they were for real. Much of the thanks should go to Coach 
Bruce Bush and his great coaching staff. 
a. Julio Trevino and Gilbert Nino in action 
against San Benito. 
b. Eleazar Villanueva comes in to help tackle a 
Porter Cowboy. 
c. Roy Rodriguez leaps for a catch. 
d . Tony Ayala burns a Greyhound . 
e. Coach Bush . . . the man who taught the 
Bears how to be #1. 
f. Milce Thompson, Robert (Gonzo) Gonzales, 
and Sam Ramirez clash with the Coyotes. 
g. Felimon Gauna, Javier Cantu, Darryl 
Cranfill . .. the agony of defeat. 




Let's Get Physical! 
The Junior Varsity football team entered the sport season with a bang and it 
eventually grew to an explosive year. Similar to the varsity team 's victories, the 
JV group with high hopes and great expectations displayed brilliant feats and ac-
complishments. Throughout the year defeats continued for the opposing teams as 
winnings amounted for PSJA. Also during the football season the JV group, soon 
to be the future 1982-83 Varsity team, strove with efforts for a strong and sound 
record to back their reputation as the future PSJA Varsity Battlin ' Bears-District 




a. Running plays an active event during football practices. 
b. The 1981-82 Junior Varsity Team of PSJA High School. 
c. These football players also have to lift weights. 
d. Coach Bush gives the entire members of the PSJA football team words of encouragement. 
e. A JV player attempts an awkward exercise. 
f. Tons of weight lifting, that was the heavy duty experience. 
g. The 3 stooges starring in "Run a mile, give a smile!" 
h. "OK, after that long 20 mile run, we'll now begin practice." 
1.v Football- 119 
''Driving 
for Two!'' 
Making it all happen this year was 
the Varsity team 's goal. The girls 
started off the season with an 
energizing attitude toward victory. 
Putting up a fight for dominance in 
the district race, the girls were left 
behind despite their effort. The force 
behind the girls this year was once 
again Coach Alma Gonzalez along 
with high-point scorer for the season 
Maribelle Silva who also made it for 
the second all-district team this year. 
Putting in her two for the team also 
was Linda Vecchio who received 
honorable mention in district. The 
girls got by the season with a 5-13 
district record, and finished off with a 
fairly well 10-22 over all record. 
120- C,rl 's Basketball 
d 
g 
a. Kristi McAda gets a foul for obscene sign 
language. 
b. The girls are warming up for the second 
half. 
c. #5 Maribelle Boughs suspended in time. 
d. "Look, I don't know where the rest of your 
team is," exclaim Maribelle Silva. 
e. Kristi McAda jumps for the ball. 
f. Maribelle Boughs, runs down court for a 
fast break. 
g. The girls warm up for a victory. 
h. The 1981-82 Girls Varsity Basketball team is 
from L to R Coach A. Gonzalez, #4 Lori 
Garza, #15 Corina Farias, #34 Gloria Vela, 
#13 Carol Zamarripa, #21 Linda Vecchio, 
#11 Kristi McAda, #24 Patty Munoz, #14 
Maribelle Silva, #15 Maribelle Boughs, #23 





a. Carol Zamarripa gives an opponent a taste 
of her own medicine. 
b. Cornia Faria takes a minute to give an "off 
guard" look into the camera. 
c. Carol Zamarripa has it out with a Bobcat 
while the other girls gather around to see the 
bloodshed. 







a. Coach Gonzalez tells the girls to go with 
plan "B." 
b. Carol Zamarripa dribbles down court, while 
other girls assist. 
c. "Oh no Kristi, not another jump ball," ex-
claim the girls. 
d. Patti Munoz really looks tired . 





Working hard to produce a good 
team was the main intention of the 
Junior Varsity team this year. The 
team consisted of ten players all 
sophomores with the exception of 
Gloria Garcia, who happened to be 
high scorer for the season. The J.V. 
was coached by Julia Perez and was 
aided by Head Coach Alma Gon-
zalez. Although the girls practiced to 
be tough competitors they came out 
on the bottom with a 1-17 final 
district record. The girls went on to 
advance for Varsity team in the com-
ing years. 
b 





a . Gloria Garcia puts it up for two. 
b. Edna Arrambide protects the ball. 
c. Gloria Garcia scores for the Bears. 
d. Kindra Jackson takes a break. 
e. The girls get tight on a player. 
f. The Junior Varsity Team are from L to R 
mgr., Mary Garza, #34 Minerva Garza, #23 
Alma Tijerina, #4 Michelle Silva, #3 Kindra 
Jackson, #22 Racheal Cano, #21 Aurora 
Gonzalez, #12 Gloria Garcia, #10 Edna Ar-
rambido, #5 Minerva Zapata, #11 Lillie 
Salinas. 
g. Kindra Jackson takes on a heavy load. 
h. The Varsity back the J.V. 




With high hopes and talented 
players the P.S.J .A. Varsity Basket-
ball team strived for a district title 
that was out of their reach. Despite 
excellent skills and discipline the 
basketball season turned sour on the 
Bears. With Coach Gabe Gonzales 
and returning lettermen Frank 
Ianelli, Frank Gonzalez, Noel Gon-
zalez, and Johnny Cabrera, the Bears 
fueled off the season with a disap-
pointing 0-19 district record in the 
first half. Having a positive outlook 
for the second half the Bears took a 
heartbreaking loss to San Benito with 
the final score 51-50, ending the 
season with a 0-18 district record. But, 
as the saying goes "Bears never say 
Die" they followed through with 




a. David Escobedo hauls down a rebound for 
the Bears! 
b. John Cabrera puts it up for two. 
c. Mark Farraro stuffs an opponent. 
d. Frank Gonzalez shows a bulldog his Bear 
claw. 
e. The boys call for time to discuss their family 
problems. 
f. Varsity basketball team consisted of L to R 
#30 Mark Ferraro, #3 Luis Villescas, #12 
Frank lanelli, #4 Frank Gonzalez, #5 
Johnny Lopez, #20 Greg Anderson, #22 
Noel Gonzalez and Asst. Coach J. Mancias, 
Front Row #23 Juan Hernandez, #11 Arturo 
Santa Maria, #10 Aaron Santa Maria, 
Coach G. Gonzalez, J. Romero, #13 Robert 
Gongora, #14 Rick Escobar. 
g. Johnny Lopez pumps it up for the Bears! 
Baskelball-127 
a. Luis Villescas freaks out a Weslaco Panther 
with his outside shot. 
b. What? Moi, Frank Gonzalez, good looking? 
Oh goon! 
c. Sam Ramirez jumps a Hanna Eagle for the 
ball. 
d . Coach Gabe Gonzalez calls out the plays 
with his team. 
e. Aaron Santa Maria plays with the defense. 










Unlike the Varsity team the J.V. 
Basketball team had a semi-
successful year. This year the J.V. 
Cagers put in extra effort for a try at 
the District title, but only to be shot 
out of any chance at all. Alas, all was 
not lost for the J.Vers. Beating 
McHigh Bulldogs in the first half of 
the season the Cagers continued to 
practice hard and work for the se-
cond half. Once again proving their 
ability to play with the toughest, the 
boys wiped out McHigh in their final 
game with a one point difference. 
Heading out the Junior Varsity team 
this year was, again, Coach Eugene 
DeSutter. The boys ended the season 






a. The 1981-82 Junior Varsity Team is from L to 
R #4 Ruben Camarillo, #5 Barnie Flores, 
#22 Rey Abrrego, #12 Javier Gonzalez, #50 
Mark Clipper, #11 Rick Silva, #14 Ariel 
Palomares, #34 Robert Limas, #43 Alex 
Guajardo, #10 Ricky Escobar, and Coach 
Eugene Desutter. 
b. Robert Limas makes the difference in that 
score. 
c. #25 Barnie Flores drives for two!! 
d. The boys gather around to see coach Desut-
ter doodle on the floor. 
e. #14 Ariel Palomares blocks out an 
opponent. 
f. Mark Clipper shows them "two," Bear styles. 
g. Watch out! 
h. "Want two!" 
g 







One of the newest athletic activities 
at PSJA is golf. Headed by Coach 
Danny Reyna, the seven members 
practice daily for district competition. 
The boys travel to Shary Municipal 
Golf course in Sharyland and the 
driving range in Pharr for practice 
during their sixth period class. 
a) The PSJA golf team consists of (Top L-R), 
Coach D. Reyna, R. Flores, 8. Dela Garza, S. 
Culpepper. Middle row: R. Garza, R. 
Roethler and L. Vega. Kneeling is J. 
Brewster. 
b) Scott Culpepper is the #1 player on the team. 








The 1981-82 PSJA Tennis team 
kept its hard working reputation 
among other high school tennis 
squads by putting out a great effort in 
the year. Coach Kathy Garza went all 
out in preparing the squads for 
various tournaments and competi-
tions, while the varsity team swung 
into their many events. This par-
ticular year the tennis team was able 
to put full use of the brand new ten-
nis courts our campus received by 
hosting a tournament and practicing 






a. "Is this the way it's done?" exclaimes 
Michelle Moore. 
b. Cindy Davila shows style in returning the 
ball. 
c. Raul Medina gets ready for his return. 
d. Lori Falknor would rather use the forehand 
for her returns. 
e. "Was I supposed to receive?" says Cindy 
Davila. 
f. Becky Garza smashes the ball into the 
recieving court. 
g. Coach Kathy Garza spent all year getting her 
team organized. 
h. "Why me?" cries Raul Medina. 
i. The 1982 PSJA tennis team are from Left to 
Right standing D. Cortez, L. Bodden, R. 
Medina, F. Hernandez, J. Guzman, and R. 
Morales, Kneeling are Left to Right I. Her-








Crossing those mile stretches of 
rock, down those hills and crossing 
lengths of country and coming in 
number one is the PSJA Cross Coun-
try's aim. Led by Coach Carlos Vela, 
cross country was able to maintain a 




a. Apparently all three of these girls stride for 
first place. 
b. Boy's Cross Country. 
c. Here at PSJA, even the coaches get into 
running. 
d. These girls prefer jogging. 
e. Girl's Cross Country. 
f. Maggie Salinas receives a medal for first 
place. 
1 
Cross Country- 135 
136-Track 
PSJA Track Team's 
on the Run Again 
Competing in track meets isn't as 
simple as it may sound. Running the 
hundred yard dash limited within 
seconds racing to pass that baton to 
your running peer or crossing that 
winner's finishing line is partially 
what it is all about. This year's track 
teams, directed by Coaches Carlos 
Vela and Joe Fuerte, strove for the 
winner's spotlight by practicing hard 
day in and day out under a blazing 
sun. Overall the teams were im-





a. Here we have someone demonstrate the 
discus throw. 
b. These three beauties run vigorously during 
practice. 
c. Nannette Avila demonstrates the shot-put 
throw. 
d. Maribel Silva stretches out before running. 
e. Running is the name of the game. 
f. Move over buddy, I'm coming through! 
g. Hey is that toe touch? 






This year the PSJA swimming team 
went all out in their effort to compete 
against other schools. As the saying 
goes, "Practice makes perfect" and 
this year's swimming team, under the 
direction of Coach Jerry Clark, abid-
ed by those words. They practiced 
many hours throughout the weeks at 
the San Juan Municipal Pool. 
This year's team made up of 12 
members competed in butterfly, 






a. Swimming, obviously, is a barrel of fun . 
b. This group seems to be enjoying themselves. 
c. "Has anyone seen my contact lens?" asks 
Alma Rivera. 
d. Mllce Hetrick can't wait to get into the water. 
e. "Give me a break!" 
f. The 1981-82 PSJA Swimming Team. 
g. Ready, set, go! 











The 1982 PSJA Varsity baseball 
team began their season with a scrim-
mage against the Edinburg Bobcats 
on February 15 at C.V. Cain Baseball 
Park. The game turned out to be a 6-0 
victory for the Bears and was the 
beginning of a season in which they 
were predicted to win district. Retur-
ning lettermen were Roy Rodriguez, 
Gilbert Salinas, Joe Castellanos, 
Robert Vasquez, Arturo Santa Maria, 
Leroy Garza, Aron Santa Maria, Her-





a. Arturo Santa Maria. 
b. Leroy Garza. 
c. Standing L-R Coach Bazan, A. Anaya, J. 
Aguirre, J. Garza, R. Garza, S. Ramos, G. 
Salinas, T. Villarreal, L Garza, R. Garza, 
Coach Reyes, Kneeling L-R are J. 
Castellanos, H. Trevino, T. Ramirez, R. 
Rodriguez, A. Santa Maria, R. Vasquez, A. 
Santa Maria, T. Ayala and R. Limas. 
d. Jesse Garza, Aron Santa Maria. 
e. Jesse Garza, Aron Santa Maria, Coach 
Bazan, Gilbert Salinas. 
f. Roy Rodriguez, Coach Reyes. 
g. Jaime Aguirre, Herman Trevino. 
h. Tony Ayala. 




a . Tony Ayala. 
b. Arturo Santa Maria, Roy Garza. 
c. Joe Castellanos. 
d. Coach Bazan. 






Gets Into Action 
The Junior Varsity baseball team got their stuff into action with a scrimmage 
against the Hidalgo Pirates on February 16th and tied in the first game of their 
scheudule. Throughout the rest of the season, the boys practiced hard everyday 
to win those games and to gain the experience and "know-how'' that it takes to be 
a varsity player the following year. 
a. The JV dugout. 
b. Strike FOUR!! 
c. Felix Flores pitches 'em at practice. 
d. Players are Back Row L to R Coach Serna, 
V. Rocha, J. Gonzalez, R. Salinas, A. Ar-
caute, B. Olivarez, R. Rodriguez, J. Mar-
tinez, R. Rios, J. Fuentes, J. Jackson, Bottom 
Row R. Lopez, M. Galvan, C. Cortez, B. Gar-
cia, F. Flores. 
J.V. 
Players 






If there is a cheerleading squad in 
the valley that has something to be 
proud of, they are here at PSJA. Not 
only did our squad do great at pep ral-
lies and games but they also spent 
much of the summer practicing and 
attending camp in Denton where they 
were named grand champs. This time 
the squad, having qualified as 
champs, attended the U.C.A. 
Regional Competition in San Marcos, 
where they were awarded 2nd Run -
ners-up next to another Texas squad. 
However being one of only two Texas 
squads placing at the meet, the PSJA 
Varsity Cheerleaders became 2nd in 
the entire state, giving them a presti-
gious name and a fabulous year. 
a) The varsity squad is known in the valley for 
their stunts. 
b) Mrs. JoAnn Doffing was an excellent 
sponsor in her first year. 
c) Cheerleaders are Mary Galvan 
d) Head Cheerleader Cindy Alonzo 
e) Nelda Sanchez 
f) Diana Lopez 
g) The squad do a cheer for the Bears at the 
McHigame. 
h) Co-Head Cheerleader is Alma Rivera. 
i) Sandra Rodriguez and Ronnie Saenz show 








a. CHS yell for the Bears. 
b. Lori Garza feels good, oh she feels so good, 
uh! 
c. Stunts are the Bears area specialty. 
d. Lllia Rosales cheers her heart out. 
e. Melissa Gonzalez gets high on jumps. 
f. Marizza Trevino got that BEAR PRIDE! 
b 
1'8--C'-r1-len 
a. The Junior Varsity Cheerleaders have already mastered the art of high stunts. 
b. Ms. Hilda Garza sponsored the Junior Varsity Squad with some great results. 
c. The Junior Varsity Cheering Squad are Top Left Lisa Garcia, Head Cheerleader, Hokie Trevino, 
Corina Farias, Bottom Left Linda Morales, Sherry Sorenson, and Norma Lee Robles. 
JV Cheerleaders 
Keep Spirit Alive 
b 
The Sophomore class is one that 
can be looked upon with pride. Along 
with this class comes the 1981-82 
Junior Varsity Cheerleaders. These 
young girls worked extra hard during 
the year in preparing for the football 
and basketball seasons. The J.V. 
squad also kept spirit alive by taking 
over for the varsity squad and 
assisting them during the games. 
They also did well at pep rallies 
where they were able to really let out 







As the football season rolled in, the 
1981-82 Bearettes were right there 
with it. The Bearettes spent long 
hours of practice and preparation to 
get ready for another year of perfor-
mances and half time shows. During 
the summer, the Bearette officers 
spent a week at Texas A&I University 
in Kingsville learning new dance 
routines and hand drills while the 
other Bearettes attended a camp in 
Donna. This year the Bearettes also 
sold spirit ribbons for football games, 
danced at basketball games, and 
sponsored their annual variety show. 
The Bearettes were lead by Irene 
Villescas; major and sponsored by 
Ms. Sylvia Navarro. 
b 
a. Irene Villescas, major, did a great job keeping the Bearettes in order. b. Junior, Robin Doty 
displays that charming Bearette smile. c. Bearette members help end a half time performance. d. 
Annette Barker seems to be pooped after a hard practice. e. Bearette officers for 1981-82 are left, 
Sheila Cook, Lisa Gomez, Mona Alaniz, Irene Villescas, Morma Gallardo, Robin Doty, Marisela 
Palacios, and Dora Sandoval. f. Bearette members are front row left, N. Gallardo, I. Villescas, 2nd 
row, R. Doty, S. Handy, D. Garcia, N. Villescas, 3rd row, B. Rodriquez, Z. Martinez, G. Rodriguez, L. 
Yado, M. Alaniz, 4th row, M. Palacios, M. Lopez, D. Martinez, J. Cantu, E. Farias, D. Garcia, L. 
Gomez, 5th row, R. Ibanez, A. Barker, F. Martinez, S. Cantu, N. Tijerina, top row, D. Sandoval, P. 






Directed by Mr. Pete Cisneros, The 
Mighty Bear Band doubled timed in-
to this year's long season of halftime 
shows, continuing, the tradition of 
putting out stupendous entertain-
ment. "The Pride of PSJA" worked 
hard this year in tuning up for pep 
rallies, football games, the Pigskin 
Jubilee, and various band competi-
tions. To raise money, the band held 
a jacket sale which provided students 
with a wide variety of colors in-
cluding a traditional maroon and 
white PSJA Bear jacket. All in all the 
Band kept up its high marching stan-
dards and remained as one of the 
best high school marching bands in 
the valley. 
b 
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a. The mighty Bear Band marches into for-
mation at the Edinburg game. b. Drum ma-
jorette Monica Martinez and assistant 
Drum majorette Anita Alvarez led the 
Bears during halftime. c. Twirlers for the 
1981-82 year are Cissy Capt. d. Cheryl 
Jackson, e. Kelly Trevino, f. Nadine Liu. g. 









Was it a lack of energy? A lack of 
ability? Or maybe a lack of concen-
tration? But for the first time in over 
ten years, the Mighty Bear Band left 
the Pigskin Jubilee and walked away 
with a disappointing division two 
rating. Now in most cases a "two" is 
not all that upsetting, considering it 
means "excellent," but the Bear Band 
has always been one to be dubbed 
"superior" by earning a division 
"one" rating. This obviously was 
somewhat discouraging for the band 
and slightly dampened their spirit. 
However, when competition came 
about in the valley, the Mighty Bear 
Band was there to sweep it away. 
Having a total of 29 members make it 
to the All-Valley Band and yet nine 
other members named to the All-
Area Band, PSJA was awarded with 
the most members to be named all-
together. After taking on Area, two 
other members Homer Sandoval and 
Erik Crank, advanced to the All-State 
Band, while others only missed it by 
one seat. So even though the hear-
tache of Pigskin still lingers on, the 
bigger and better achievements are 




a. Waiting to start a peformance. 
b. Band directors are Left P. Cisneros, Head 
Director, S. Candelaria, J. Taylor, D. Akin, J. 
Swafford, E. Fuentes. D. Swain. 
c. Jesse Garza and Nadine Liu were named to 
the All-Region Jazz Ensemble Band. 
d. The band recieved a "two" at the Pigskin 
Jublilee this year. 
e. The 1981-82 Mighty Bear Band. 
f. President Michael Wilhite displays his 
double-timing talent. 
g. The flutists supply sweet sounds to the band. 






Osoettes that's our name, Backing 
the Bear's, our game. 
No matter where or when, we're 
always with them. 
Through victory or defeat, our cheer-
ing you'll not beat. 
Do we have spirit? Y cu bet! 
'Cause we're the Osoettes, the mighty 
Osoettes! 
That's the way Osoette sponsor, 
Gloria Rodriguez expressed the at-
titude these girls upheld throughout 
the year. The squad, made up of 
forty-five members promoted spirit 
and lots of Bear Pride during sporting 
events and games. 
C 
d 
a) Osoettes are top left, I. Castro, D. 
Vallanueva, E. Linan, T. Perez, C. Thoma, T. 
Cuevas, L Ramirez, A. Gutierrez, M. Riggs. 
Center left, C. Gongora, J. Rodriguez, S. 
Martinez, K. Tabor, L Alvarado, I. Barocio. 
Bottom left, C. Garcia; Parl., L Millice; Sec., 
T. Sandoval; Vice Pres., R. Castaneda; Pres., 
Y. Diaz; Treas., M. Robles; Rep. 
b) Sponsor Gloria Rodriguez 
c) Osoettes stand at atjention during a game. 
d) Outstanding seniors were Yoli Diaz and 
Elma Lina. 
e) Delores Villanueva cheers at a basketball 
game. 
f) 1981-82 Osoette officers. 






Each school district contains a 
group of individuals who keep the 
school in good running condition. 
Keeping schools in good form along 
with expanding a school district to 
accommodate a student population of 
over ten thousand became two of the 
basic tasks of our hard working and 
dedicated school board and admins-
tration. 
Remodeling schools, providing use-
ful equipment, and keeping proce-
dures under control are but a few 
other tasks accomplished by these 
capable and willing workers. As an 
obvious result PSJA now has a 
brighter and bigger future for several 
years to come. Let it then be known 
that time, effort, growth and mainta-
nence have been devvoted to PSJA by 
the School Board Administration in 
order to allow a bigger and better 






a) Business manager Mr. Perez, goes over 
monthly expenses. 
b) The school board is headed by capable men 
such as asst. supts. E. Alvarado, R. Lopez, 
Supt. A. Guerra, and asst. supt. R. Light. 
c) E. Alvarado administrative supt., takes a 
minute of his heavy schedule for a picture. 
d) R. Light looks over his personnel records. 
e) A. Guerra heads the administrative board as 
superintendent of schools. 
f) Members of the school board are top left to 
right, asst. supt. E. Alvarado, H. Palacios, 0 . 
Gonzales, S. Alanis, and Supt. A. Guerra 
Seated are left to right: R. Contreras, D. 
Ramirez, J. Sotelo and R. Canche. 
g) D. Ramirez inspects the new additions to the 
campus. 
h) R. Lopez points out that instruction is very 
important in the curriculum. 
i) Mr. Palacios, program director for financial 
assistance, converses on the phone. 
Administralion-161 
ISD (Cont.) 
a) Mr. Alaniz, business manager at Region I, 
reaches for a reference book. 
b] Insurance agent Mr. Sotelo works hard on a 
claim. 
c) Mr. Canche and Mr. Contreras discuss the 










Sometimes tardies, skippings, and 
other unlawful deeds are the reasons 
for students to be dubbed "naughty". 
Helping to enforce rules and making 
sure students abide by them in order 
to make PSJA a safer and more effi-
cient school are security guards, also 
known as Deputy Constables. These 
deputy constables have tight working 
shifts on campus for better security. 
The guards are then in constant 
vigilance to unify and maintain PSJA 
as shaping up occurs on our constant 
changing campus. 
a. Mr. Esparza asks Gonzo for a pass. 
b. Security guards are Esparza, Gonzales, and 
De los Santos. 
c. Security guard takes a breather. 





There are various challenges that 
are faced at the high school level and 
one of the biggest is running a school 
of over 2,500 students. Here at PSJA 
Principal Jack McKeever and assis-
tant principals are faced with pro-
blems which require careful thinking 
and sometimes quick decisions, but 
that doesn't cause any problems for 
the super team. They are capable and 
dedicated people who care enough to 
keep PSJA's high standards in 
academics and extracurricular ac-




a. Leonel Galaviz schedules club activities. 
b. Leonel Barrera, assistant principal, has an 
extremely busy day. 
c. Jonathon Robles proves that being principal 
is an uplifting experience. 
d. Hilda Garza poses before signing a slip. 
e. Heading the 1981-82 school year are Front, 
Principal Jack McKeever, and assistant 
principals Leonel Galaviz, Leonel Barrera, 
Charles Cain, and Luis Ramos, not shown is 
Hilda Garza. 
f. Assistant Principal Charles Cain deeply 
involved in his work. 
g. Luis Ramos on the phone conversing with a 
student's parent. 







Counselors are a big part of our 
school. With each batch of new 
pupils every year, counselors have 
major tasks of producing records, 
placing students, receiving transcripts 
and other tedious duties. Even though 
all these jobs must be done within 
limited time, counselors make-up 
time to counsel students who search 
for sound advice. They try with ef-
forts to please all students. All in all 
what is most obvious about the 
counselors are their methods of 
associating with PSJA as a whole. 
These counselors are yet another 
reason why PSJA is tops. 
a. Molly Thomas hunts a student down. 
b. Belinda Flores rescheduling students for the 
new year. 
c. School Advisors are Front 1-r, A. Alvarez, D. 
Herrea, C. Willingham, B. Flores, M. 
Thomas, Back 1-r, J. Hancock, J. Garza, R. 
Zuniga, X. Alvarado, and J. Badillo. 
Tidy 
Staff 
Organization can be very hard to 
maintain. At PSJA the people who 
organize the most are the members of 
the office staff. These people help out 
in the office or rooms by typing 
papers, making copies and assisting 
teachers as a task. Without them 
things would not be the same. 
a. Office Staff Aides are 1-r, Maria Munoz, 
Mary Aguilera, Mrs. Cantu, and Julie 
Garza. 
b. Julia Garza double blinks for the camera 
while she organizes a few papers before the 
school day halts to an end. 
c. Mrs. Mora, keeper of money deals for PSJA 
reads over material consisting of years pro-
fits and debts. 
d. Jose Luis Andrade, attendance absentee of-
ficer, grins about the increasing amount of 
absentee slips. 
e. Mr. Garza, who is in charge of lunch ar-



















Interests In English 
Without literature, grammar, and writing, our minds would be almost useless. 
The basis of every brainy effort usually results into writing form. For this reason 
the English department, led by Mr. Lymon Bonous, strove to teach and guide 
pupils to express themselves effectively, as well as logically, by accomplishing 
daily assignments such as structured outlines, compositions, essays, free writing, 
and last but not least research papers. The constant writings of Thoreau, Shake-
speare, and Hemingway were also emphasized to better comprehend the idea of 
our past famous writers. Through these assigned opportunities the students had 
the privilege of being fully aware and knowledgeable of English's various man-

























If There Was an Animal That You Had to Turn 
Into What Would it be and Why? . 
I would like to be a bear because Bear Loyalty will always be in my heart.-G. Rodriguez 
A soft, cuddly Bear to absorb the love each and every student has to offer to each and every one.-A. Carranza 
An "elephant" because I always wanted to be bigger than everybody else, they never seem to be in a hurry, nobody gets 
in their way, and they live a long time.-B. Bush 
My dog, because of the attention he gets.-J, P. Gill 
A miniature schnauzer.-£. J, Ballew 
A Pegasus, so that I could roam free among the clouds.-R. Lara 




Past and Present 
The history d partm nt consisted of \veil organized teachers. 
Their main objective was to add to the students knowledge and 
social studies which informed them of the past histories and how 
they affected them in the present as well as the future. 
G. De La Garza 
History 
If You Had a Wish 
What Would It Be? 
I'd love to be able to tap danc,, with Gene Kelly- Kay Marquez 
My own computer syslt,m and a classroom full of computers\\ ith "perfoct" students to ti,ach. -
A. B. Cron 
To be independently wealthy - R. Newberg 
I want to Incredible Hulk as my substitute for my -tth period class. - H. S. Garza 
I would wish for a better life for everyone (i nclud ing the adm inistration!J - R. Martinez Jr. 
At the risk of sounding selfish. I would wish for money to buy pri\·acy. (\\'orld peace or ended 
suffering are unrealistic.J - L. Bounous 
I would wish that "La(h Luck" \\·ill alwavs smile on thi, "lfoars" in order to stay as the 
champions that PSIA has.been so proud uf. - -Coach B. Bush 















Math Sums Up 
the Year Well 
Headed by Mrs. S. Saulsbury is the PSJA mathematical depart-
ment. More emphasis on the basics, such as FOM became a major 
change this year. By cooperating with the students this mathematic 






a) Mr. R. Newberg smirks when he recalls 
Marianne Hernandez's last failing grade on 
his totally high IQ exam. 
b) Mr. E. J. Ballew quietly listens to Joe 
Castellenos's echoing mimic. 
c) These two astute mathematicians hang out in 
the halls before the bell rings. 
d) Doris Shields frantically searches her purse 
for lipstick before the camera snaps. 
e) Mr. J. P. Gill demonstrates to Mrs. Saulsbury 











Science and UIL 
Challenge Students 
Dedication and long hours of hard work were combined by students and Coor-
dinator Mrs. Janet Doyle in order to characterize the PSJA UIL events. 
The Science department started the year off by being blessed with science 
instructors such as Mr. H. Sandoval, and Mr. R. Zavala. 
What's Your Idea of 
a Perfect Student? 
One who respects teachers as well as his peers and places more importance 
in learning rather than grades. (He shouldn't cheat.)-R. M. Ruiz 
One who sincerely wants to learn. - T. Doffing 
One who comes to Prose and Poetry practice when he should and doesn't 
stand me up! Unfortunately, there are none!!-J. Doyle 
E. J. Ballew and Jerry Falwell as teenagers.-R. Lara 
One who listens & questions. One with whom you can talk to as "Teacher to 
student & student to teacher."- J. Torline 
A student like Kyle Wood a living example of why animals eat ther young.-
R. Newberg 














a] Mr. Taylor, one of the band directors PSJA's 
pride, gives the students a new hand motion 
to follow. 
b] Miss Limon smirks at the camera before she 
decides to enter her substituting classroom. 
c) Biology's Anna Carranza unreels the 
projector in the hopes that the students 
understood the film. 
d] Mr. J. Ramirez, otherwise known as the 



























Why Did You Pick 
Teaching as a Career? 
I wanted to teach. - J. P. Gill 
I thought I could do a service to mankind and yet have personal freedom-as proposed to 
the military or the ministry- E.J. Ballew 
To get even - R. Newberg 
I messed up! They didn't want lady presidents. - B. Perez 
I picked teaching as a career because I used to think working with adolescents would be 
rewarding- D. Hayes 
I enjoy working with students at this age. [I also had a different picture of what teaching 
was all ahout.)- R. M. Ruiz 
I thought teaching would he a respectful way to get rich. Ha!- D. Hayes 
As long as I can remember, I wanted to be a teacher. As a young child, I used to round up 
the kids in the neighborhood and force them to be my students, when the kids would 


















I chose teaching as a career because to me, teaching is not a "job" in other words, I don ·1 
work, I teach.- H. S. Garza 
My wife was teaching, I wanted to be with her more, especially on holidays. - R. Sor-
iente 
I was strongly influenced by my father who was in the coaching and teaching profession 
for 38 years. I feel there is no greater profession for having an influence on what our 
world will be in the future. I enjoy teaching every day because it is a new experience and 
I realize the influence that I can have on each young mind that I come in contact with.-
Coach Bruce Bush 
The reason I chose the field of teaching is that, I believe that an education is or should be 
primary in everyone's lives, and as an educator I would be helping to establish a better 
society or community to live in.- J. Duran 
I picked teaching because I have always enjoyed working with people.-C. Vela 
It's challenging. It 's rewarding at times. It feels good to "teach'" someone- ifs stimulating 
when something you have tried to teach is "learned.·· - Miss R. Garza 
We have a long family history of teachers; the teacher in Whittier's Snowbound \,Vas onti 
of my ancestors.-K. Marquez 
Because I affect the future, and the greatest satisfaction' of all is too see another learn and 










176 - raculty 
Today's 
Vocation 
Teaching students skills other than 
the basic school classes, are the voca -
tional and business instructors. If a 
student is not very good in class 
assignments concerning the basics, he 
can always try for skills in business 
classes such as accounting, typing, 
duplicating, or shorthand. Other skills 
include major vocational programs 
such as mechanics, industry, metal 
trades, welding, distributive educa -
tion or secretarial courses. These pro-
grams give a student a go lden oppor-
tunity to exceed by developing a skill 
with up to date techniques. And one 
vital instrument, of course are the 
instructors who most of the time go 
out of their way to explain problems 
or help with barriers which students 
at times encounter. 
Melba Alaniz 
VOE Coop 
































a] Wesley Van Matre busily arranges his 
paperwork for the daily procedure. 
b] Janet Doyle, who acts as the UIL 
Coordinator at PSJA, attempts to strain the 
'ole neck for a twist. 
c] Hilda Cano marches to her next class before 
the little devils start class without her. 
d] Coach David Rivera believes that opening 
the car with a long wire instead of car keys is 
much more challenging. 
e] Mr. Hugo Robles before his secretary brings 







When that lunch bell rings swarms 
of students attack the cafeteria doors 
to have some of that warm home-
style cooking. Cooking for those 
several thousand students and at-
tempting to please all at the same 
time is an extremely difficult task. 
Executing these tasks are food ser-
vices headed by Baldemar Cano and 
his staff who provided a well balanc-
ed meal for the schools. They also 
maintained a breakfast and lunch 
schedule that met governmental 
standards. 
a. Transferring plates for the hungry awaiting 
stomachs. 
b. Head advisor Baldemar Cano. 
c. Cafeteria worker strains food . 
d. Women in line to serve students. 
e. Cafeteria workers who make fresh 
homemade lunches for the entire school. 
f. Homemade buns for a homemade hot lunch. 
g. This worker is preparing cabbage for the 
salad bar selection. 
h. More of the school lunch cafeteria workers 








HELP, HELP, HELP! That is main-
ly what an official aide does. There 
are all types of aides. Some aides oc-
cupy the main office while others are 
great helpers to teachers who have 
heavy paper work or big classes. Still 
others would be the clerical aides 
who are extremely helpful to 
counselors who are always into such 
heavy and detailed paper work. And 
then of course are the top aides or of-
fice staff who are always there if you 
need any type of assistance. So if you 
are lost, or you need an absentee slip, 
or even if you just want to rap about 
anything just find your way to the of-
fice aides. 
a. One of our aides types a few pages. 
b. Helping students is fun . 
c. Duplicating is one process usually done by 
the aides. 
d. PSJA 1981-82 school aides. 





Whether there be sleet, rain, or 
snow, just as in the familiar case of a 
mailman, there is always the good 
'ole custodian who manages to clean 
up all the garbage and do other 
technical janitorial duties in order to 
give students a clean atmosphere. 
Maintenance at PSJA is kept in top 
shape by the great efforts put forth by 
the' crew. Day or night, two crews 
work around the clock keeping the 
campus clean, cleaning rooms, and 
waxing floors. The job is tough, but 
the janitors are tougher! 
a. After all the students leave the campus the 
janitors clean up. 
b. Exhuasted janitors smile also. 







The graduating class of '82, con-
sisting of more than 700 students, is 
now in their last year. They finally 
did it. They finally swept and 
mastered the art of graduation. Even 
though the faculty was astounded by 
this class' mischievious activities 
while striving for graduation, they 
somehow tended to be "softies" with 
the faculty. Nonetheless besides be-
ing flippant they could be categorized 
as the rockin' crew of 82. As a rockin' 
crew these seniors were the first class 
to break tradition, such as not having 
a Belle and Beau in their junior year, 
by being deprived of a hon fire, and 
creating a Roman queen assembly. 
All these activities traditional. with 
the aid of head sponsor Mrs. Ruiz, or 
untraditional, this class seemed to 
have had a great year. 
d 
g 
a. Senior Toga Flippants take a breather after 
the Roman Homecoming Queen Assembly. 
b. Homer Meza flashes those ultrabrite teeth 
for the other gender of PSJH. 
c. "No you flippants! In this direction," remark 
both Martin Fonseca and Tata Cazares. 
d. Senior Class officers of 1981-1982. 
e. Martin Ledesma opiniates on the Jr. Class. 
f. Sr. Class flippants cheer with earnest hearts. 
g. Mary Medina's expression displays exactly 
how mean the Battlin' Bears really are. 
h. J. V. Romero says "Gaw I'm pooped, can you 
tell?" 
i. Mary Marcias told Armando Garcia, "Touch 




















































































"Have a coke and call me in the morning," says Maricela Palacios. 






































De la Cruz. Juana 
De la Fuente. Sandra 
De la Garza, Bohhv 
De la Garza. Elia~ 
De la Rosa. Frank 
De Leon. Delia 
De Leon. Irma 
De Leon, Lori 
De Leon. Mauro 
Delgadillo, Yolanda 














































































Garza. Lou Ann 
Garza, Martin 
Garza, Robert]. 





























Gonzalez, Norma Jean 
Gonzalez, Ramiro 
Gonzalez, Raul 


















194 - Seniors 
PSJA 
CLASSOF'82 
Rubie's cube obviously didn't present any pro-





























































































































Oliverez, Rene Jr. 
Olivarez, Sandra 

































Well as all you seniors do know this is your last year under 
the big top where we sometimes laughed, cried, joked, and 
surprised each other with the many senior activities we 
somehow pulled off. Well, an unknown percentage of our 
faculty labeled us the class with an extremely bad case of 
senioritis, but even though we were considered the "Flip-
pant" class of PSJA, we managed to achieve mostly all that 
was expected of us. To name a few are the annual homecom-
ing Tea, A Roman homecoming assembly for queen can-
didates, a beautiful robe for the future PSJA queen, and the 
victory of the annual penny contest. In addition to our suc-
cessful accomplishments arises the memories of all our vic-
tories and defeats we've been through, all those many good 
times during class, all the crummy corny jokes we endured 
from our fellow flippant peers, and all the emotional out-
breaks and breakdowns we experienced sometime during our 
sojourn at PSJA. So before we close our minds to those great 
years under the good 'ole big top let us reflect upon ourselves 
with more indepth feelings and attempts to understand the 


























































































CLASS OF '82 




















































"I Mario Salazar being of sound mind and body 
bequeath my worldly possessions to my compa-
nion Spot. 
CLASSOF'82 


























WHO SAID THAT? 
208- Senlors 
A particular male arouses the watchful eyes of 
these senior females. 
Robin Bridgeman doesn't seem to need to 
open her book to study. 
Seniors show their spirit as the band wraps up the 
What Was Your Most Embarrasing Moment? 
When I took two girls lo «!al and my motlwr was in llw same r«!staurant. - Fernando Hernandez 
I don't gel emharrasst!d, my fact! is nalurally rnd. - Flash Boredom (Bart Farar) 
Dressing up for the Qtlt!t!n's Contest Pholo 8nssion. - Buhba Angel 
When I was runing on the practice field and flipped over a pole in front of the Bea reties and t
he band.-Irene Villescas 
You had to have been tlwre! Once at a haskt!lhall game the cheerleaders were getting ready 
to perform during halftime. Our 
stnrting signal was "Go Bt!ars"- Well I lward it and went out tumbling onto the court & not
iced I was the only one.-Mari 
(Wowieffrevino 
When Mrs. J. A. Doffing got mad al me for the first time. - Martin Ledesma 
When I gave Mr. Ballew a flippant answer and he gave me his famous "You stupid kid look"-Bet
h Gossett 
Was there one? (Maybe having a few wrong notes creep into a stage band solo.)- Nadine Liu 
Bt!sides falling mid-air in front of an English class, I'd say it was at McDonald's when I wa
s, at the moment, laughing with 
some flippants when I. for some extraordinary reason, semi-drooled while laughing. How Sad!-Moniq
ue Mendez 
One morning my car turrwd off al an intersection in f ronl of a policeman. - Cynthia Davila 
When I slipped and fell in front of Dillards, got up and fell again!-Lori Deleon 
When Mr. C. asked me if I wanted to join Bea reties (because I was dancing during band rehe
arsal)-Diana Alaniz 
While dressing for a game I yelled that a man was in the room later to find out it was a woma
n!-Linda Vecchio 
Being in thn Queen Conlest. - Homer Meza 
When Cheryl Stevenson asked mn to fill this form.-Noe Gutierrez 
I'll never forget it! It was dming a volleyball game when the volleyball appeared to be ou
t of boundary so I, Reyna Leal. 
loudly shouted, "OUT" It turned out that it was in .-Reyna Leal 
Yesterday when a fire truck had to unlock my car because I locked my keys in it-Jacque Inks 
pep rally with "On, on, P.S.J.A .... " 
CLASSOF'82 







Upholding the tradition of being 
spirited, the fun Juniors of '82 had 
many accomplishments under their 
belt by the end of the nine weeks of 
school. They proved this by having a 
variety of poster parties for our winn-
ing football team. They also worked 
throughout the football season at the 
game to raise money for the suc-
cessful Jr.-Sr. Prom. Another ac-
complishment was decorating a hall; 
in peanut characters, for the annual 
homecoming hall contest. United 
they have paved a road to a suc-
cessful senior year. So while they 
await the future year they prepare 






a. Lawrence cross examines a peer from across 
the cafeteria. 
b. Sylvia salutes to fellow bear fan . 
c. Gar criticizes someone while JOiie 11eratches 
a flea on her chin. 
d. Junior Class Officers are vice-president 
Anna Caballero, reporter ROlie Lopez. 
secretary Ronnie Martinez, treasurer Janie 
Sandoval, parliamentarian Mell11a 
Alvarado & sitting is president Lia Garcia. 
e. Band member, 'nmothy, gets ready to bang 
on his drums. 
f. Gracie reads on as Valerie symbolizes by 
sticking O\lt her tongue. 
g. Mellnda snickers at a corny joke. 
h. Danette sleepwalb through the halls of 
PSJA. 
i. Bobby believes the Bears are #1. 
Jimlon-211 
212 Juniors 





















1t ggit!' :\rispe 



































Sylvia De Leon may be smiling here. but her mind is out to lunch. 
JUNIORS 



















































Da,id De Hovos 
SUSJna De La Cerda 
Alex De La Garza 
Isabel De Ld ~•rza 
Gr-aclc Oe l.1 Rosa 
' naors 213 
214 juniors 
M II} Ile La Rosa 
Rogelio Do La R 
S}hla De La Rosa 
Kris De Leon 
P..ira De I.eon 






Joel Ech v ma 
Cvnth1 Elizondo 











Manuela Estr da 
Anita Fann 
George Farias 




























Lisa M Ga rc1a 
Lesvla Garcia 









oelia Villescas is on cloud 9. 
JUNIORS 
Super Sandra seems to be astounded by the site of Mr. Soper. 









































F.m • Gutierrez 




















Md Luisa Hernandt~Z 
fl..faricela 11.ernandez 
Martha Hernandez 




J, Servando Herrera 
























































Diana i iartinez 









































































































































































Aron Santa Maria 



















































a. Melissa Guzman is being held up by her 
deodora nt. 
h. Sandy Suarez is thinking, "He must be 































"Ooooooooh! I give up!! yells 
Maribel Boghs. 
Juniors-221 
WHO SAID THAT? 
Edmundo Maldonado Sam Ramirez 
222- Junior Questions 
JUNIORS 





This year's sophomore class was 
very successful in reaching their 
many goals planned for the 81-82 
school year. One of the many goals 
was to raise enough money to make 
the Belle and Beau a success. 
Of the many fund raising projects 
that the sophomore class put together 
this year, two of them helped more 
than plenty with depts from the Belle 
and Beau dance. The candy sale and 
consession stand at varsity basketball 
games proved to be outstanding 
money making projects. 
The sophomore class also showed 
tremen.... JS support for the football 
team. Poster parties and say so at the 
pep rallies proved them a very 
spirited and hard working class. It's 
this dedication that made the Belle 
and Beau a major event and success 
for the whole student body! 





a. Holde Trevino really enjoys the pep rallies. 
b. Imelda Cantu awaits her next number. 
c. Maribel and Annette brew up evil concepts 
in their devious minds and take time out to 
laugh hideously. 
d. Sophomore Class Officers are Unda 
Ramirez, Diana Bracamontes, Marcus 
Galvan, Rosie Trevino, and Monica 
Trevino. 
e. Marco Fuentes takes a time out after the pep 
rally. 
f. Sophomores show their spirit at the pep rally. 
g. Nydia Tijerina wants to give Santa Claus 
competition. 
h. Gigi Blevins waits for her tennis class. 
i Is Cesar Rodrigues Mork"s twin? 
Sophomors-225 
:!26 Sophomores 
R c, rdo Abuua 
Adn na Acosta 
Edward Acosta 











C rmen Alonzo 
·oe Al,orado 




R,111I Ah arez 












































"Just \,ait till next year." says Janie, 'TH get even" 
SOPHOMORES 










































































?\linerva cu .. llar 
Carlos Cuevas 
Su n C ulpcpper 
Eh Dama 
Raul Da,ila 
Irma De Bias 
Re, ne la Cerda 
11guel Del ado 
Rudv De 'gad1llo 
Lupe D,• la Rosa 
Marlin Ile la Rosa 
All"'rt (),, Leon 
~1ana De I.eon 
Janie D~ f.os Santos 
Albert Diaz 
Eduardo Ouanes 
Jaime Echa\ ama 
Juho Echavarno 







































''ll's all up hNe, sir," says Marcus Galvan, 'Tm a walking computer." 
SOPHOMORES 
And res Garcl,1 
Arat.eli c;arcia 







































R berl Garza 
Roberto Garza 
Roel Garza 























Jo I Gonzalez 
Luis Gon za Jez 
Mana Gonzalez 


























































I wish the bell would ring, I'm ready to go! 
Luis ll~irra 












































































Rosa Linda Martinez 

































































































































































































































































































Diana and Marty pose with Texas Legislature Speaker of the House Bill Clayton. 
236-Sophomores 
SOPHOMORES 
'Huh?' blubbers Frank Luna. 


























Who Said That? ____________ _ 
Tony Martinez Romeo Cantu Michelle Moore 
238 ·Sophomores 
SOPHOMORES 
and plant Omar Villarreal Lydia Anzaldua 
If you had one wish what would it be? 
To be a sophomore forever!-Adriana Acosta 
Oh boy, maybe I shouldn't answer this one!!!-Nydia Tijerina 
I want a light over my locker because I can't see the little numbers in "E" building.-Marty Cantu 
Having life the easy way.-Rachel Gonzalez 
What is one of your many faults? 
What faults?-Joel Gonzalez 
Having chemistry. -Marco Ramirez 
I don't have one yet.-Lydia Anzaldua 
Having an older brother.-Rachel Lopez 
Getting involved.-Marc Thrall 
What does "Sophomore" mean to you? 
Looking up to Juniors and Seniors and hating every minute.-Rosa Lara 
A sophomore is a person discriminated against by seniors and juniors-especially JUNIORS!!-Rosie Casas 
A person picked on by a senior or junior-Javier Alaniz 
Almost there (twelfth grade)-Benny Arevalo 
Being a sophomore is the same as being a junior or senior. Everyone has to sooner or later be a sophomore, if not you could 
not be a senior! So what's wrong with having to be a sophomore? Weren't you one once?-Lillie Yvette Salinas 





Bear Memories Staff 
P. 0. Box 1392 San Angelo, Texas 
242 Advertialng 
606 West 









Victor Rodriguez Jr. 
Phone: 787-7659 
Norma Montemayor shows Cleo Rodriguez one of the many camera accessories Montgomery Wards has to offer. Montgomery Wards, not only specializes in cameras, but has toys, jewelry, automotives, and cosmetics. 
Advertising-243 
Becky Espinoza pumps gas into a car at Raul's Texaco Service 
Station. Raul offers general mechanic work and Remington 
tires, Interstate batteries, and other vehicle accessories. You'll 
always find an expert mechanic on duty at Raul's. 
Pictured from 1-r are owner Raul Espinosa, asst. mgr. Alberto 
Gonzalez, mgr. Nabor Gonzalez and Rene Espinosa. 
Mr. Ramiro Daniels puts in extra time at A & D Trophy Shop where selections are wide and prices are low. Co-owner R. Daniels also provides low prices on 
senior jackets. A & D is located on 500 E. Jones. 
244-Financial Aid 
Galvan's Used Cars 
Yolanda Galvan poses nicely on one of her father 's many cars. Arturo Galvan features only the finest in used cars at the best prices in the valley. Galvan's Used Cars is located at 100 N. Palm. 
Financial Aid-245 
Greg Anderson loves pinball and any other game at the Nickelodeon. The Nickelodeon has the largest variety of video games for your entertain-
ment. It is located at El Centro Mall in Pharr. 
246- Financial Aid 
Alamo Photo Supply and Color Lab 
Alamo Photo Supply and Color Lab serves the needs of the pros. 
They are equipped with cameras, accessories, supplies and much, 





Al's Formal Wear 
Tito Cantu gets measured for a tux for the Prom. Al's Formal Wear is 
located at 2608 N. 10th in McAllen . 
ALAMO PHOTO SUPPL~ 
~COLOR~ 
PH, 717 • 1131 
Doyle's Shoes 
Cathy Fonseca admires the many styles of shoes at Doyle's Shoes. 
Doyle's is located at 1609 N. 10th and 8 S. Main in McAllen. 
Financial Aid-247 
Danette Cuellar shows off her impression of Mr. Goodwrench at 
Valley Truck Parts & Service located in Alamo. They repair all makes 
and models, diesel engines, and transmissions. Valley Truck offers 
trailer service, welding, and included road service and stock of both 
new & used parts. They also carry all types used trucks and salvage 
trucks for sale. They are always ready to serve you. 
Danny & Tommy Cuellar own Valley Truck Service which is located 
at 513 N. Alamo Rd . For further information call Valley Truck at 
787-0031. 
Brian Newcombe enjoys helping out at Newcombe's Rexall Pharmacy located at 125 W. Park in Pharr. Rexall 's offer the best in prescriptions and other fine 
accessories. 
248- Ads 
Newcombe Rexall Pharmacy 
787-2746 
Pharmacists: Louise Newcombe & Quentin Newcombe 
Oscar (Okie) Salinas (R) and Roy Rodrigues (L) discuss the many things Okie's Drive In has to offer. 
Mr. Hector Sandoval picks up his suit from D&M Cleaners where they 
have complete clothing care plus 1 day service on request. They are 
located at 129 W. Park Pharr. 
Phone 787-1401 . 
,f 
• 
Ronnie Martinez helps Monica Koliba choose the right fabric for her next 
outfit. Monica does her shopping at The Fabric Shop where she can always 
count on the most complete line of fabric, notions, and trims. Owners Grace 
and Bob Lewis also offer discounts for the bride and her party and group. The 
Fabric Shop is located on 119 W. Park in Pharr. 
Ads-249 
Danny Cuellar takes time to give estimate of a transmission pro-
blem. Danny, owner of Dan's Diesel, specializes in Cummins, 
Detroit, Spicer and Fuller transmissions. He is located 2.2 mi. S. 
Hwy 281 in Pharr. 
Romelia Farrias wouldn 't trust anyone but Don Hlubek for her 
senior portrait. Don Hlubelc Photography is located on 521 Laurel 
St. in McAllen . (686-6232) 
Giant Screen T.V. 
250- Financial Aid 
Owner 
Larry Galaviz 
210 E. Park 
787-9961 
Pharr, Tex. 
Tony Martinez displays rings at Stinnett's Jewelry store. Stinnett's 
specializes in diamonds, watches, trophies and fine jewelry. 
Javier Cantu gets some valuable information on a camera attach-
ment by a professional salesman at Trevino's Photo Center. Trevino's 
offers the best in cameras and supplies, plus much more. Trevino's is 
located at the Twin Palms Plaza in Pharr. Other locations are at New 
Amigoland and La Plaza Malls. 
1103 N. Cage 781-5274 
Kittle Lindley International sells and services trucks. They also sell 
truck parts for every type of truck. 
711 N. Cage 787-5927 
Financial Aid-251 
Lisa Falknor and Linnett Vaughn enjoy dining at El Senioral where the atmosphere is relaxing and the cuisine is excellent. El Senlorlal is located on 
Old 83 in Alamo. 
Erineo and John Ramos carry the finest residential and commercial 
glass and mirrors. Ramos Glass Wear is located at 217 W. Highway 83, San 
Juan . 
252-Financlal Aid 
Anita Fann stands next to one of her mother's beautiful paintings. 
Betty's Gallery offers the finest in paintings, accessories and frames. It 
is located at 207 S. Cage in Pharr. 
Magic Valley Studios 
Debbie Laughlin poses for a studio picture at Magic Valley Studios. Magic Valley Studios is located at 803 Main Street in Alamo where they offer quality 
portraits for all occasions. 
Financial Aid-253 
Tri-City Battery and Elec. 
TRl·[ITY~ BATTER 
. St ELECT RI[ -
lel>uilf•S1AlfeRS -
All[ltWORS 
CENERATORS REGUIATO RS 
Tri-City Battery and Electric specializes in automotive elecrical systems and complete wiring. They also stock a complete selection of starters, alter-
nators, regulators and generators for domestic and foreign cars. There is a complete selection of batteries for auto, marine, heavy equipment, airplane, 
with discounts to large volumes or distributions. Tri-City Battery and Electric is owned and operated by Vicente Hernandez Jr., Robert Hernandez and 
Raul Hernandez. They are located at 220 E. Hwy. 83. (781-9469- 781-9517) 
254 - Financial Aid 
Sonic Drive-In 
Come have some fun at Sonic 
Drive-In where we don't start cook-
ing until we hear from you. 
llappf 
GE:Oing 
1303 Highway 83 Donna 464-5201 
Financial Aid-ZSS 
Gilbert Salinas checks out the latest fashion eye wear at Professional Op-
tical located on 109 E. Park in Pharr. They offer the latest in designer label 
frames. 
Members at the American Legion sponsor a scholarship program for PSJA 
students every year. American Legion Post 101 is at 417 S. Cage in Pharr. 
American Legion Post 101 
256-Flnenclel Aid 
Bobby Carrillo makes sure he does a good job on the client's car at Vic's 
Auto. They are located at 230 W. Park in Pharr. (787-5084) 
San Juan State Bank 
San Juan Bank employee is at your service and urges you to go by at 
your convenience and open an account. 
SanJuan Tex. 
Circle "G" 
1 blk N of Expwy on San Juan Rd. 
San Juan 787 -7691 Tex. 
101 S. Cage Pharr 
Financial Aid-257 
While in search for the finest in men's fashion clothing, Phil Gauna 





Jennifer Lee Perez tries on one of the 
many glasses Optical Clinic has to offer. 
Optical Clinic fills prescription eye 
wear and contact lenses and specializes 
in designer frames. Eye examinations 
are run by Dr. Ivar Perez, O.D. The Op-
tical Clinci is located at 375 N. Sam 
Houston in San Benito. For appoint-








Since 1945 ... "By Pharr the Best and getting Better." Best wishes 
for a happy, healthy, and prosperous future. 
206 W. FM 495 Pharr 
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IN MEMORY OF • • • 
Roy Dela Rosa 
Class of '83 
The Death of a Friend 
Roy had died 
And 
While I tried to face reality 
I cried 
And 
Tried to understand 
This fatality. 
In his life 
He laughed 
And sang 









As if darkened 
By that fatal crash 
And again I cried. 
And 
Though I knew 
Not long ago 




That he might be 
And perhaps he is 





Class of '84 
Alfonso J. Diaz 
Class of '71 
Arturo Castro 
Class of '84 
Remember Yesterday, 
Think of Tomorrow, 
But Live for Today. 
Memoriam - 265 
266-WarGames 
Players 
Go to War 
The football players found an excit-
ing way to keep fit during the off sea-
son. They had war games consisting 
of rooster fights, tug of war, one on 
one, obstacle course, stick wrestling, 
agility run, and bull moose. The boys 
were divided into six teams and com-
peted every week for the number one 
spot. 
a] Two juniors wrestle for a stick. 
b] Coach Bush referees while Coach Ramirez 
encourages his team. 
c] Rudy Mares seems to be in control. 
d] Robert Gurerra and Fidencio Lara get ready 
for a struggle. 








Student Council sponsored their 
annual talent show February 4th at 
the PSJA auditorium. Fifteen acts 
were presented as students from PS-
JA, Donna High School, Memorial 
High School, and McHi joined forces 
for the presentation. The show was 
filled with acts of different sorts such 
as comedy skits, piano solos, singing 
duets, gymnastics, ballet and jazz 
dances. The audience was also 
treated to three rock bands from Don-
na, McAllen, and Memorial. The 
1981-82 Student Council talent show 
was a success with over $700 profit. 
a. Rosie Flores sings "I Don 't Need You." 
b. and c. Members of the Zenolynx Rock 
Group of McAllen Memorial added their 




268- Edilors' Noles 
Editors are left to right Marianne Hernandez, Cheryl 
Stevenson, Eliud Cabrera, and Monique Mendez. 
Well, the last and final year of high school has just about come to an end, yet somehow I think I'll regret leaving this 
place. Through these past four years there have been a few bad times, but many more wonderful ones that have been 
shared with friends. During those few depressing days that I've had, I know it must have been murder for my friends 
just to be around me. But somehow they stood by me and helped me through my problem days. Thanks a lot and I'll 
never forget you or your friendship. The teachers weren't all that bad either. In fact, most of them were just as crazy, if 
not more so, as us students. I'd like to thank all of them for their help and dedication-"Ranger" Cheryl 
I know that you think I don't know that we both think that we knew how to know and realize how we, the Senior 
Class Flippants of '82 decided to graduate. I had roads of fun during my soujourn at PSJA and the 3rd period flippant 
class was one third of that action. Even though we're a bunch of giant atoms making one giant step into the big new 
world we're ready. Thanks to good teachers like J. A. Doffing for her wonderful patience, E. J. Ballew for his astuteness, 
and B. Perez for her sane characteristics under pressure. Thanks Mom and Dad cause it has been real, it has been fun 
and most of all it has been real fun .-Monique Mendez 
It seems like graduation is all everyone looks forward to. Now that it 's finally here I wish I were back at Jefferson 
starting over again . Throughout all of my years of complaints about tests, teachers and getting up in the mornings I still 
loved every minute of it! I will never be able to express how much I will miss my friends and I wish I could mention 
each and everyone of them here, but they know who they are and to them and my teachers I would like to say "Thanks 
for being there, for putting up with me .. . and I love every single one of you!!" -Marianne Hernandez 
.. . In conclusion, I'd like to say how much I admire Ms. Blanca Perez, who so foolishly took on the yearbook staff and 
miraculously put us in tip-top shape. I'd also like to recognize Mr. Zepeda for telling me to work harder, Monique Men-
dez for nagging at me to work faster, and Nadine Liu for forcing me to improve myself the last six years (bet you didn't 
know that). And so ends my high school career. I know all you snotty juniors and you yucky sophomores don't even 
realize what's going to hit you your Senior year and before you comment on this book I'd like to tell you exactly what 
has gone into it: a freshman year full of anticipation and impatience; a sophomore year filled with learning and respect; 





The year has come and gone once again, it's time to reminisce on the 
many memories that were created at PSJA. Whether you are a sopho-
more, junior or senior, this year will never be recreated again . Those 
precious moments came but once, and we hope that we were able to 
capture some in this book. 
Many thanks to the wonderful people who helped me get through 
my first year at PSJA. These thanks go to Mr. McKeever and the 
administration for their wonderful support, Bea Solis for being there 
with her negatives when we managed to foul up ours, to Oscar Garcia 
for taking the senior group picture, to Eloy Bravo for his help with the 
photography department, Anna Carranza for the times she helped, 
and the many wonderful faculty members for putting up with all the 
interruptions when the final deadline came around. I really appreci-
ated it. 
But most of all, I would like to thank my hardworking, dependable 
and extremely talented staff. My special thanks go to Eliud Cabrera, 
Monica Mendez, Marianne Hernandez, Cheryl Stevenson, and J. V. 
Romero for without them, there would be no yearbook. Thank you 
kids for the wonderful book. I'll miss you next year. And very special 





















Memories Start Anew 
With each year a yearbook is published to preserve the whole year's events in-
to one volume of PSJA "Bear Memories." This year our staff was blessed with a 
more than sufficient journalism advisor, who even though was underestimated 
by the staff, knew how to pull through the deadlines. 
In putting out a yearbook, the pressures are tremendous and practically 
everyone feels the tension build up as the deadline closes in . Even though it was 
loads of responsibilities, the staff managed to produce "Under The Big Top." As 
a result some hardworking yearbook individuals were honored by being chosen 
as Quill and Scroll members for the 1981-1982 school year. · 
270 Bear Memories 
.. 
8 
a. Members are Front L to R Cleo Rodriguez, 
Jaime Palacios, Cheryl Stevenson, Josie 
Mata, Back L to R Marianne Hernandez, 
Danette Cuellar, Eliud Cabrera, Monique 
Mendez. Not Shown Javy Romero, Norma 
Montemayor, Sal Guzman, and Javier 
Cantu. 
b. Javy insists, "she's driving me crazy!" 
c. Advisor Blanca Perez is so hungry .. . 
d. Danette gets things done. 
e. Editor-in-Chief Eliud Cabrera. 
f. Marianne is really working hard. 
g. Jaime and Josie try unsuccessfully to pose. 
h. Monique before she has an attack of 
outrage. 
i. Cheryl is the Head Photographer. 
!½•• Memories- 271 
272 Th" End 
New faces arrive, 
While so many leave. 
Some thoughts we cherish, 
Others we grieve. 
But all we look back at 
And nothing can stop 
The times of remembrance 
Under the Big Top. 
san angelo, texas 




